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EDITORIAL.

r

PHR Magazine will appear a little later than usual this year. We wish this could
be attributed to some high-sounding cause ; but the lowly truth is that
Editorial measles, over which no sort of romance can be cast, are wholly responsible. We apologise to our readers, and pass to less ignoble themes.
Another Crossword Puzzle appears in this number of the Magazine, as the last
one seems to have been enjoyed by a majority of people ; the prize-winners were
R. Foster, M. Palmer and M. Hackney. Complaints of its difficulty, however, having
reached our ears, we have resolved this year to resist the temptations of over-subtlety ;
our readers will now, we anticipate, complain that their intelligence is being underrated. Such is the Editorial lot. The Competitions were less successful; the
entries, though mainly good, were too few to justify the award of prizes. This
year's Competition, we hope, will attract more entries.
The space occupied by Club reports in this number is much smaller than usual.
Some of the Clubs have been in abeyance during this last year, and those that remain
have reduced their meetings to one a term. This is an experiment, an attempt to
limit the multiplicity of interests competing with work in the lives of members of
the School; whether it is justifiable or not must be judged by the result. The Clubs
were always keenly supported by a minority of enthusiasts, who regret them ;
others, perhaps, are relieved that their claims upon time and energy should no longer
exist. We hope, at least, that those which have been allowed to survive will flourish
all the more prosperously, their members proving that it is possible to combine
vigorous work in School with an equally vigorous interest in out-of-school activities.
The contributions are of average quantity and quality. The verse, on the
whole, is of a higher standard than the prose, in most of which, though there is more
originality of theme this year, distinction of style and treatment are rather lacking.
We feel sure that many apparently diffident members of the School could produce
well-written and individual prose contributions on all sorts of interesting subjects ;
let them desist from the sadly reiterated plaint, " We can't think of anything to write
about ! " for they must surely have seen, heard, read, imagined, something of general
interest which they could discuss or describe in the pages of the Magazine.
After this general exhortation, we proceed to commend several Forms and
individuals for what they have done this year. The Sixth have been admirably
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prolific in contributions, and many of their rejected efforts are promising and original;
too many, however, are marred by formlessness and lack of finish. This applies,
for instance, to " Chaos," which leaves us (perhaps intentionally) quite bewildered,
and to " England," in which a good idea is presented in unpolished verse. " Revelation " is thoughtful, but the last eight lines are rather flat. " His Mistress, the Dog,"
" The Old War Horse," " Experiments with a Portrait Attachment," and " The
Underground" are all interesting in subject matter but rather ineffective in treatment. The Upper V. also produced a creditable number of contributions ; " The
Grove " is the best of the unpublished ones. Their humorous contributions, we
feel, are not very happily inspired. Several Lower V. poems show promise, among
them " Evening " and " Last Thoughts," which are not carefully finished enough ;
" Brent Tor," whose rhythm fails in the last verse; and " The Hunt," spoilt by some
bad rhymes and weak expressions. "Flowers" deserves commendation.. The
Upper IV. contributions are rather disappointing ; Upper IVA. seem to have been
steeped in reprehensible indolence this year, with one honourable exception, while
Upper I Vs., though much more active, have not produced anything good enough
for publication. The Lower IV. should also be more enterprising next year. The
rhythm of " The Sea " is good, but its language too ordinary. A respectable number
of contributions came from Upper IIlA., but they were all rather trivial; the Form
is of an age to be more ambitious ! " Gipsy " shows a sense of rhythm. Upper
HlB. sent in only one contribution, which we publish. The Lower III. wrote some
pleasant verses, but should try to think of more original subjects for their poetry;
" If I had " and " Daffodils " are worthy of mention. Many of the Junior House
contributions are promising, especially " Mischief " and " Mrs. Brown."
We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of Magazines from St. Paul's Girls'
School, The Carlyle School, Chelsea, and all the Schools of the G.P.D.S.T., which
we have read with great interest.

WIMBLEDON

s

HIGH SCHOOL UNION.

INCE the W.H.S. Magazine was last published there have been two meetings of
the W.H.S.U. One was held on June 24th ; and the Annual Conference and
Business Meeting were on December 16th. Unfortunately June 24th was wet, but
in spite of the weather, Miss Hastings came for a short time ; her visits to the School
at the Summer Meetings are greatly appreciated and enjoyed.
The meeting on December 16th was a large one. The Business Meeting was
followed by supper, and an entertainment arranged by C. Hutson. Both the School
Song and Auld Lang Syne were sung, and there was dancing later in the evening.
The Committee for 1934 is as follows : Mrs. Bansback (J. Bayliss), H. Jackson,
C. Stacey, Mrs. Bowman (L. Macfarlane), D. Fifer, S. Cliffe, D. Hay-Cooper, H.
Heather, Miriam Speirs, D. Bush, E. Edwardes Jones, B. Fowler, Ph. Mills, G. Wiese,
H. Meiklejohn, Mrs. Leigh-Pembert on (N. Bazalgette).
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At the Business Meeting the President announced the resignation of Winifred
Summerhays from the post of Secretary to the Union. A new Secretary had not
then been appointed, but at a meeting held in January, the Committee appointed
Mrs. Scarr (Faith Fenn) as Hon. Secretary to the Union. Mrs. Scarr offered her
time willingly and generously, and members of the W.H.S..U. will be very grateful
to her for undertaking a considerable amount of work on their behalf. Mrs. Scarr's
address is 174, Uxbridge Road, Hampton Hill, Middlesex.
Mrs. Milroy (Alice Shoberl) has agreed to act as Treasurer to the Union. Thus
she adds further to her work for the School; she has been Treasurer to the Play
Centre Fund for some years.
I.W.S.

IN MEMORIAM.
LAURIE MAGNUS.
TT was with sincere grief that the Schools of the Trust heard the sad news of Mr.
Magnus's death on April 28th, 1933. He had endeared himself to us by his
genial humour and the kindly interest he took in all the affairs of the Schools through
the twenty-six years in which he had been a member of our Council, and especially
during the four years of his Chairmanship. He often presided at the Annual Meetings
of this School, and we remember with pride and gratitude that he once did us the
honour of coming to lecture to our Literary Club on " Humanism," thus sharing
with us the fruits of his wide culture and sound learning. The work upon which he
was engaged just before his death, " A History of European Literature," has recently
been added to our Library. Other works of his were " A Dictionary of European
Literature," " A General Sketch of European Literature in the Centuries of
Romance," " An Introduction to Poetry," " The Third Great War in Relation to
Modern History," and to him we owe " The Jubilee Book of the Girls' jPublic Day
School Trust," published in 1923.
Miss Hastings wrote of him, " It is only after long and sometimes close association with him, such as it has been my great privilege to have, that one can realise
the untiring, unselfish pains he has always taken to satisfy every one of the innumerable claims made on his time and thoughts. He has always been patient and
kind and considerate. I cannot tell you how greatly I admire his life and character."
A wreath was sent on behalf of our twenty-five Schools by Kensington High
School, the oldest of the Schools. It contained, as far as possible, the colours of
the Schools, and bore the words : " In gratitude and affection from the Schools of
the Girls' Public Day School Trust."
ELLEN HOPKINSON.
In April, too, came the news of the death of Mrs. John Hopkinson, at the ripe
age of 82. Her name will always be remembered here through her generous endowment of the Lina Evelyn Hopkinson Scholarship in memory of the daughter
killed so tragically in 1898.
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Her son-in-law, Sir Alfred Ewing, wrote in The Times : " Her death removes
a great and vivid personality whose energetic mind and lively affection kept her
to the last in close and fruitful relation with people far younger than herself. She
had a genius of sympathy for youth and a rare understanding of its ways. As
generations passed and great-grandchildren began to gather about her knees her
nature expanded and mellowed through the constant exercise of its discernment
and its unselfishness. In earlier life she had seen and shared the stir of the Victorian
age as the wife of a very notable electrical pioneer. In many ways her wifely
devotion, her own force and judgment, contributed not a little to the successes of
a most distinguished professional career.
" A tragic end came in 1898, for when John Hopkinson was only 49 he and
three of their six children were instantly killed by a fall while climbing in Switzerland. For his wife this was a blow that might well have brought collapse. But
she faced life bravely ; her resolution grew with the need. She sought and found
distraction in efforts that were of enduring value to others. Among her undertakings one of particular usefulness was the provision of residential houses for
women. In this field Hopkinson House remains as a monument of her creative
activity and her practical talent.
" Of the other three children, two were killed in the War— the eldest son,
Bertram, who by that time was a Professor at Cambridge and had shown that he
inherited much of his father's genius for research, and the youngest son, Cecil, a
young man of more than usual promise. To the mother, who was justly proud
of her children, these further calamities meant that every member of the family
save one had died a violent death. But her unconquerable spirit not only endured ;
she grew in largeness of heart, in kindness, in serenity. She won the devotion of
all classes and all ages. Her social charm, which the years seemed only to intensify ;
her generous hospitality, which she herself transparently enjoyed—these and other
gracious qualities gave delight to many friends. Now her memory will be cherished
by those who feel that they have gained strength through her strength and courage
through her courage, and have found unfailing refreshment at the fountain of her
selfless sympathy and love."
MEMORIAL TO JANE WILLIS KIRKALDY.
A^ NOTICE of J. Kirkaldy's work appeared in the last issue of the Magazine.
Her friends now suggest that a Prize should be founded in her memory. If
a sufficient sum can be raised it will be offered to the University of Oxford for the
purpose of endowing an annual University Prize to be spent on books, and open
to all undergraduates reading Natural Science. For a University Prize a capital
sum of at least £300 would be desirable. If an adequate amount is not raised, the
memorial will take the form of an annual prize confined to women undergraduates
reading Natural Science and administered by the five Societies.
Dr. Mary W. Porter has kindly consented to act as Treasurer and will be pleased
to receive contributions, large or small, at 5, Apsley Road, Oxford.
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MEMORIAL TO HELEN ERASER ROCK.

/\ STAINED-GLASS window is to be put up in memory of Helen Fraser Rock
in the Parish Church at Edlesborough, Buckinghamshire. Margaret Rope,
O.W., is preparing the design and will execute the work ; the subject is to be " The
Nativity."
A fund has been started by the Women's Guild of Arts, and it is hoped that
£100 will be raised. Already a sum of £86 has been contributed. The Committee,
on behalf of the Guild, thanks the W.H.S.U. for the generous donation of ten guineas
made from the Union's funds, and a special message of thanks has been sent by
Helen's friend, Katie Olver, to all Wimbledonians who have contributed.
Contributions may be sent to the Hon. Treasurer of the Memorial Fund, Miss
Madeline Green, 40, The Mall, Baling, W.5.

CONTRIBUTION FROM AN OLD WIMBLEDONIAN.
Extracts from Letters from Diana Hayward.
(Some information about her post is given on page 50.)
The Jungle Camp, Balrampur.
December 29th, 1933.
" T HAD no idea I should come out to anything so divine as this, but this Christmas
camp is absolutely perfect. We are in a beautiful jungle with the foot-hills of
the Himalayas behind us and the valley of the Rapti in front. In the early hours
of the morning we go out riding. I am still at the sore stage, and the rest of the
day we spend either " gooming " on elephants or sitting in "machars" over kills,
waiting for panther or wild dog, or having the animals driven up. Sitting up in
the trees I have had some wonderful views of sambars and cheetals, and I have seen
two hyenas, jackals, wild pig and wild dog. We have just returned from peacock
and jungle-cock shooting ; not much bag, but it was heavenly walking, and we came
on a herd of cheetal and had a panther scare again.
" The Maharani is coming out to her shooting on January 6th. She is a dear
little thing, but she is really living in the Middle Ages, and when I go through the
sentried portals of the Palace to play with her and her Nepalese maids, I feel like
someone from another planet."
The Guest House, Balrampur.
" My Maharani is 16, and she is married to a young Maharajah who is definitely
' wanting,' though he is quite a kind, well-behaved boy. She of course had never
seen him until the marriage day. If he dies she will never be able to marry again.
Her life is ruled by her religion. She is always having fasts and days of prayer to
the most dreadful looking gods, and there are a great many things she may not do,
such as eat chocolates or look at an eclipse of the moon, or take a journey on a
Saturday."
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" I think she is bewildered by the different points of view of the outside world,
and it will be ages, I am sure, before she begins to show any interest in her estate
or any curiosity about other customs and countries. At present she strikes me as a
charming child, who has intelligence and authority, but is so tied up by her religion
and position that it will be very difficult for her to be emancipated, even if she ever
wants to be. She is like an empty vessel waiting for things to be poured in, and I
think she should meet many more people from outside to see what Indian ladies
can do, and do, without becoming ' out-caste '
"
" I don't think I have ever been so happy in my life before as I am out here.
I love the job
Maharani has been telling me a little about Nepal; how the
premiership is hereditary and passes from brother to brother, and if anyone objects
to his laws
? here Maharani laughed and agreed that it was probably a
case of ' Off with his head !' She also told me how one of her brothers escaped
secretly to England, and now has no chance of becoming Premier and may not even
enter Nepal. Maharani has started tennis in her purdah garden and we hope to
start squash racquets soon."
" Everything seems much more peaceful than at home. No one seems in a
tearing hurry to get anywhere, and people go to sleep on the pavements and railway
platforms in rows, and shave, wash and mend their clothes in the open street. In
fact everything is utterly different
In my Maharani's palace some of the
people are Brahmins
They have to take off practically all their clothes and
have a bath every time they have a meal, which they must eat off the-bare earth . . . .
They think us equally strange, and they are quite horrified to think of our method
of washing our hands or'bathing, as they always have the water poured over them
and never dip into dirty water. I always imagined that when you came to India
you lived on curry and rice, morning, noon and night. Well, if you ever had that
idea, you can put it out of your head. I have not had rice-pudding once, and curry
is as rare as you could wish."
" At about 8 o'clock in the morning I go for a ride, and then, after breakfast
and a bath, I go off to play with the Maharani and teach her English. I stay with
her till 2.30 as a rule and then come back for lunch. By the time I have finished
lunch it is time for tea, which is a pity, as I do like my tea. Then, unless I go for
a drive witli the Maharani, I am free to play tennis, watch polo, or do any business
connected with the Estate until it. is time for dinner at about 8.30."
Balrampur, January 16th.
" I was writing, when suddenly the house seemed attacked by a roaring hurricane, everything rattling. I couldn't think what had happened, and then the verandah
and ground began shaking like a jelly for about two minutes. As I emerged the
servants came running out crying ' Miss Sahib, Miss Sahib ! ' and we all stood out
in the garden until it was over. It is a most unusual thing and quite a lot of damage
was done. Certainly it is a weird sensation and left me with surprisingly wobbly
knees afterwards."
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February 1th.
" The earthquake seems now to be far more serious in its results than was at
first imagined. Maharani gets terrible accounts of the devastation in Nepal and
none of the maids know anything about their relatives."

CONTRIBUTIONS

FROM THE SCHOOL.

Blossoming.
Dusk falls, and around the old apple-tree
Wind-blown forms and furtive shapes
Cluster, whispering, heads crouched low,
And arms entwined. One throws back
Her green-bonneted head, and soft laughter curls through the misted night.
Strangely, her gentle face seems like an apple-blossom,
Something delicately perfected and enchanting.
One has a stronger face, wind-hardened, lined,
As her frail body strains to fend off winter's harshness ;
Her brown bonnet is pearled with sparkling rime.
One shyly peers beyond the sombre darkness of the trunk,
So young, so mischievous and carefree,
With her light-green bonnet cocked awry,
And her childish face flushed, as if caressed by an April breeze.
E. PARKER-SMITH (VIA.).
Glastonbury Abbey.
God hath not hallowed a more holy place,
High-vaulted by a distant heavenly dome.
Larks rise into a sky specked with cloud-foam,
Seeking their Father as they soar through space.
A thousand years our fathers sought His grace ;
Rapt in still ecstasy, they here would roam ;
Queens bore the dying Arthur to this home,
Piteously weeping o'er his gentle face.
Avalon ! raised first and humbled last,
What kingly splendour trod thy long, paved aisle,
The clear thin anthem hovering in the air !
Under this pointed arch the black monks passed
Only God dwells within the broken pile
Of stately ruin, desolate and fair.
M. WOODHOUSE (VIA).
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To Beauty.
Beauty, I saw thee when the stars were dying,
Streaking the glorious East with fingers pale.
I saw thee shroud thy lovely form in mists
That wound about the sedges of the lake ;
Until the sun, high in the blue sky mounting,
Sent golden shafts into the drowsing wood,
Waking a canopy of primroses.
And joyful birds began to swell their throats
To the warm air, and shout thy name abroad.
Beauty, I saw thee when the dew was falling,
And emerald shadows claimed the grassy hill;
As one by one the silent stars were lit
That are thy tapers burning through the night
O blessed stars, they shall not waste their light
On eyes that cannot read their testament,
For it has taught me all I need to know.
Thou only art eternal and divine,
Beauty, and thou hast claimed me for thine own.
M. WILSON (VIA.

Running Waves.
There is a melancholy spirit in
" the long waves on a sea beach
Where the sand as silver shines " ;
nowhere have I felt this so strongly as on Dymchurch sands at low tide,
" Where the great winds shoreward blow,
And the salt-tides seaward flow."
I roam the sands at the edge of the waves, searching for the little shells halfburied, seeking the brightest and most perfect: for here are miniatures of all the
colours of the sea : there are shells flinted grey-mauve, like the water in-shore, or
streaked with the green of the water far out; some are faintly pink, like a fish's
fin, or dark, like a sea-weed ; the back of an escalop shell is tinged with the colour
of coral; the rough ribs of a cockle are brown like wrack; and mother-o'-pearl is
the glint of light in the foam.
And as I wander " far apart in the wash of the'waves," content to feel the wet
sand under my bare feet, and to hear the " soft monotonous cadence " of the restless
sea, I am under the spell of this wild powerful spirit. Strange, half-fancied airs
seem to sing themselves in my brain ; I " hear those mournful melodies " sung by
sirens or by sea-witches in the " dark unfathomed caves of ocean " ; now it is the
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song which " follows so the ever-running " waves that fills my ears ; now, the sorrowing of the " wind come up out of the sea," of the South that " sings o'er the land."
As I stand and gaze far out over the ocean, where the " wild white horses foam
and fret," and as the wind blows round me, bringing these fancies which race, these
thoughts which pulse through my mind, these snatches of song which flow through
my being, I am caught up in a great longing, and then I know :
" The heart that beats in my side is the heart of the sea."
I have felt the call of a great mysterious spirit.
M. TAYLOR (VlB.).
Arcady.
The life and mystery of ancient lands—
Ionian shepherds lying on the side
Of sun-kissed Delos, hearkening the while
To mellow-piping Pan, or gazing down
Into the glassy violet-hued Aegean—
The deeds that Homer sang, fair-locked Apollo
Darting his arrows on the contending hosts
Of Argives and Dardanians by Scamander—
To these I turn my mind when savage winter
Grips copse and meadow in his icy grasp,
When trees are stripped of leaves and Boreas howls
From end to end of this bleak English isle,
Till gentle April bids me rise at dawn
To honour dawn, my naked feet in grass
And round and over me the waiting air.
No longer must I read of Arcady,
But when the hay is mown I seek the stream
And lie among the willow herb and watch
Diana riding forth across the night,
And hear the trout that stir the hidden pools.
P. MASON (VlB.).
The Bridge.
Another crisp grey dawn slowly spans the vault of the city. A solitary beggar
who has spent the night on the bridge, huddled in his rags on one of its cold stone
benches, opens his eyes, and peers vaguely into the green grey water beneath. The
gulls begin to wheel from the barges lying in the wharves up to the bridge and back
again, crying mournfully the while as if they—the gluttons!—were as hungry as our
poor beggar himself. The sun lifts himself from his misty couch behind the steeples,
and beams with the fulness of his smile upon his sleeping bride, the earth. She stirs
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in her slumber : the first train grates noisily over the bridge ; the first newspaper
boy runs forth, shouting unintelligible noises in a lusty treble voice. Soon horses
and carts, lorries and cars are rattling their way over the bridge, and pedestrians
are jostling each other upon the crowded pavements : the earth is awake—the
new day has begun.
The calm dignity of the river is rudely broken by the asthmatic gaspings of
dirty little tugs and steamers, whose sirens shriek aggressively as they pass beneath
the lofty arches of the bridge, like urchins scampering round the majestic forms of
policemen. More in keeping with the slow motion of the water, great barges drift
solemnly along with loads of coal or timber.
The banks, too, are lined with busy scenes. From a ship-building yard comes
the regular blow of a hammer, and the sound of a steam saw. Buildings begrimed
with dirt stretch along the river like refuse swept to the sides of a road. Here and
there a factory chimney rises gawkily from the rows upon rows of crazy brick houses,
adding its smudge to the smoke-laden air. And far in the distance shines a bright
light where a glass roof has caught the sun.
Another morning has passed. A few people have come to eat their lunch in
the recesses of the bridge. Occasionally they throw crumbs to the gulls, who swoop,
catch the morsels and return for more. The afternoon sees a lull in the traffic.
Time passes slowly. Finally there descends upon the winter day an early twilight;
"
in a rosy and golden haze,
The spires shine and are changed
"
Beneath the gathering darkness, all is bustle once more. Everyone is going
home : and the trams groan under their loads of weary men and women. News-boys
rush madly across the road, darting between the traffic. Pandemonium reigns.
Then all is quiet once more. The rush has ended as suddenly as it began, and
the silence is disturbed only by an occasional theatre party. Slowly the moon
comes up, casting a soft, mocking light over the shimmering water. One by one
the twinkling lights are snuffed.
The city sleeps.
R. TERRY (Upper VA.).

The Pianist.
Wrapped in a grey November light,
I watched his fingers, supple, white,
As swiftly o'er the ivory keys
They moved, with firm and rhythmic ease ;
Sending to my grateful ear
A melody both pure and clear,
Not blurred nor spoilt by indecision
But marked with crystalline precision ;
Falling like a mountain stream,
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Swift and bright; a silver seam
Of sunlit sound, that crisply sang
Of happiness, dispelling gloom
That winter's dullness gave the room.
His earnest eyes, clear and aglow
With high intent, gazed from below
His frowning brows ; his lips, not thin
But firm and full, showed power within
And gave his plain and homely face
A proud, austere, determined grace.
His music filled his whole soul then,
Driving from him thoughts of men
And an idle world.
But I was left alone, outside
His fairyland so free and wide,
Through mine own inability.
P. MYSON (Upper VA.).

At the End of the Day.

(or The Four Seasons.)
It had been a grey, wet day ; dismal and cold. At six o'clock it was still raining,
the water rushed and sang in the overflowing gutter, and the street lamps cast a
dim light through the shimmering air.
Mr. Jones peeped out from the office window—yes, it is raining hard. A moment
after, he left the office, correctly dressed in navy coat and bowler hat; with a resigned
sigh he unfurled his superbly neat umbrella and stepped boldly forth. Through wet
streets he hurried, he stood in airless Tubes, in draughty district trains, he hurried
through more rain, till at last he arrived at his suburban home.
Mr. Jones has worked hard, now he has earned his rest. He drops happily
into his armchair, stretches slippered feet to the warm blaze, jams a pipe into his
mouth
soon a weary mind, a heavy dinner and a fire produce the inevitable
effect; Mr. Jones begins to snore.
*
*
*
*
Even at sea, one knew that it was Spring Time ; beyond the clouds, white and
gay, frolicking like young lambs, the sky was as blue as on a summer's day.
The freshness in the rain-washed air, the crispness in the curling waves and the
changefulness of the sky told of Spring as plainly as, in England, the erect little
crocuses, proud and bright, the soft colours of the hyacinths and the intoxicating
smell of rain-soaked earth.
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The young sailors sat watching the sun go down, yet their dreams were of England, of raindrops sparkling on fresh grass, of the small tight buds of the May tree,
of the steaming earth and all the " uncertain glory of an April day."
The departed sun left a world strangely peaceful after the changing moods of
the day ; then the wind blew chill, a mist grew from the darkening horizon ; night
had come.
By sandy lanes ablaze with poppies, the weary yet contented farm labourer
trudged slowly on. The fields on either side were full of partly made haystacks,
and the coarse clothes of the man smelt sweetly of hay.
The air was warm and heavy with the scent of the dog-roses, wild thyme and
honeysuckle. Not far away, just over the hill top, was the sea, and the occasional
wind which blew was heavy with salt.
The man arrived at his little white cottage on the hillside. It was a tiny cottage
with a tiny garden, gay with many-coloured hollyhocks and straggling sweetpeas ;
the cottage itself was partly covered by pink and white rambling roses.
The man sat on the little white bench till the sun cast its long burning finger
on the still sea, till all colour faded from the sky, till the pale moon rose in the pale
sky, till the first stars shone down on the peaceful cottage on the hill.

To the ragged, dusty traveller, the long white road seemed to stretch to the very
edge of the world, beyond the dim horizon to the infinite unknown.
The gorse was still blooming in golden yellow, the yellowing bracken stretched
away into the distance, the dusty ragwort was a golden blaze, and here and there a
glow of red foretold the riotous confusion of the spindleberries.
The traveller's eyes wandered restlessly over the golden scene. Though he
understood the moods of Nature, he had not yet absorbed her restfulness; even
this beauty could not clear his mind of the thought that he was a failure, an utter
failure.
The traveller sat down beneath a tree ; the sun was falling below the saucer-like
horizon, everything except the straight, dark trunks of the trees was golden . . . .
The traveller realised that this was the true gold; he had found inexhaustible
wealth. With a weary sigh he closed his eyes, and slept.
The golden evening faded, the traveller lay motionless, his heart beat slowly
and yet more slowly.
Hours after, when the gold had faded to grey and the grey had darkened to
blue, the moon rose. Quietly she gazed at the peaceful scene, then her silver light
fell on a still form under a tree, fell on an upturned face, serene and calm
The traveller had found his rest.
B. BIRMINGHAM (Upper VA.).
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The Ghost-Ship.
On ran the ship-of-war,
On through the endless gloom,
No soul alive on board
That solemn floating tomb
But sea-gulls circling round the shrouds,
Or whining on the boom.
Her decks were splashed with spray,
Her guns were trained abeam,
Her engines beat their dirge,
Her funnels belched out steam,
As though she rushed beside some foe,
And battled in a dream.
No helmsman lacking now,
As on the ghost-ship sped;
Beside the steering wheel
There loomed a horn-girt head,
Directing an unerring course
For regions of the dead.
M. HACKNEY (Upper VA.

Pleasure.
Awake, awake,
It is daybreak.
The golden sun is climbing high
In the cloudless azure sky.
Dancing through the glistening grass
A lissom figure's seen to pass—
Pleasure, coming with the dawn
On this rosy, gladsome morn,
Gives pure joy to all around ;
Red rose petals strew the ground
To make a way
For Pleasure's play.
By chattering streams
Where imprisoned dreams
Are in every rainbow bubble,
Through the long grass, through the stubble,
By hawthorn hedges, Nature's brides,
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Hearing the .blithe birds on all sides
Carol gaily forth their praise
To Pan, for having made such days,
With happy children skipping after
Goes sweet Pleasure with her laughter.
Come, those with leisure,
Follow Pleasure.
M. CARTER (Lower Vs.).
Spring.
Earth is no longer dressed in sober grey ;
Apparel she has donned of brighter hue,
And flaunts a robe of freshest green and blue ;
For where of late the crisped snowflakes lay,
Shy primroses spring out upon the wold,
The woods, still bare, are drenched in April rains,
And pale-faced flowers in the fields and plains
From their imprisonment within the mould
Burst out into a world of dazzling light.
A scent of rain is in the fresh'ning air ;
The earth does not at any season wear
A countenance more radiant and bright,
For Spring hath wakened her with one light touch
And she is free from winter's icy clutch.
N. ROBIN (Lower Vu.).
The Bridal of the Moon.
Once in a thousand ages the proud moon woo'd the sea,
Joy of her joy on the darkling water, the light of her mystery,
Love of her love in the South wind blowing, as swift as the darting swallows,
Sweeping the crested wavelets and shimmering down in the hollows ;
She stood 'mid her starry maidens to be wed to the longing sea,
When Orion strode the heavens in a cloak of whirling cloud,
And the dim stars lit the darkness, with a shining grace endowed,
As the laughing breeze unveiled them, to snatch a silver kiss
From the white-robed bridesmaids standing in their light of maiden bliss.
Came the moon, her misty veilings flying bright across her face
As she stood to wed her husband in the glory of her grace ;
Like a bride before the altar so she flung her veil aside,
Glowing with the joy of beauty, in the splendour of her pride,
While her light flowed o'er the water in the silver shivering tide
Of her love towards the bridegroom, in the joy-kiss of the bride.
E. TAYLOR (Upper IVA.).
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The Stars.
'T ATELY I have been reading and learning about the stars, and taking more
interest in them than I did before.
It is most fascinating, if a little cold, to go out in the early evening and look at
the stars. There is no apparent movement from day to day, but if you watch
regularly at the same time you can see that the constellations change their places.
You can find almost any constellation, or group of stars, visible in the sky at the
particular time of year, once you know the Pole Star and the Great Bear ; and here
is a little verse which I found in a book I was reading, and also a quotation from a
book written in 1590 called " Memoir of Augustus De Morgan " :
He who would scan the figured skies,
Their brightest gems to tell,
Must first direct his mind's eye North,
And learn the Bear's stars well.
Scholar. I marvel why, seeing she (Ursa Major) hath the forme of
a beare, her tayle should be so long.
Master. I imagine that Jupiter, fearing to come nigh unto her
teeth, layde hold of her tayle, and thereby drew her
up into heaven, so that shee of herself being very weightye,
and the distance from the earth to the heavens very
great, there was a great likelihood that her tayle must
stretch. Other reason know I none.
E. MILROY (Lower IVA.).
The Scarecrow.

I am a Scarecrow brave and bold,
I frighten the birds both young and old,
My hat is tied upon my head,
I cannot sleep, I have no bed.
The sun and moon are my only friends ;
When the wind blows, my back it bends.
My trousers are so ragged and torn
And when it rains I look forlorn.
O woe is me when gales do blow !
It is then I fall amid the snow,
And when the snow and ice do thaw
The crows make merry and laugh and caw.
Though perhaps my whole attire
Is not the thing that you'd require,
Do not look down upon me so
And think I'm just an old Scarecrow.
"M. BOWELL (Upper IIlB.
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Fairies in the Meadow.
Where the cowslip grows
And the daisy too,
Where the wind blows
And where the dew
Falls on the grass
In the silent night,
While the dim hours pass
And the moon gives light,
In the quiet meadThere the fairies feed
On shining dewdrops
From brown acorn cups,
Or dance the happy hours away
Until the misty dawn of day.
E. JONES (Lower IIlA.).
The Prosen.
Hurrying down the hillside,
Rushing thro' the glen,
Flows the river Prosen
By oor wee but an' ben.
The moon is wan on the water
An' eerie is it a',
An' now the salmon lightly jump
An" now they lightly fa'.
Now the river quietly flows
By many a highland home
Where many a barefoot lass an' lad
Jump an' play an' roam.
Now a rustic brig will span
The river clear and calm
By which the silv'ry salmon play,
For there they meet no harm.
Now the river gently flows
Under many a leafy tree,
O'er many a purple heathery moor
Until it joins the sea.
D. FREETH (Lower IIlB.).

IT
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Alice.
Alice went to Wonderland,
And through the Looking Glass,
But, deary me, I cannot see
How anyone could pass
Through mirrors and adventures
Without coming to disaster,
Where whitings ask the snails
If they'll walk a little faster,
Where Hatters and March Hares take tea
With cups and plates galore !
So soon, though I'm not very big,
I'll go there, and explore.
M. WATTS (Upper II.).

Colours.
Peaches are red,
A banana is yellow,
The gooseberry green is a prickly fellow.
A grape wears black,
Or an emerald gown,
But dates are only a dingy brown.
D. HILL (Upper HP.).

My Summer Holidays Abroad.
("\N my summer holidays I went to Canada with Mummy and my brother, Jacques
w
Philippe.
We went on a boat called " Duchess of Richmond," from Liverpool. The sea
was very rough for three days, and we were not at all well. When the sea got calmer
again, just going towards the Straits of Belle Isle, we saw five icebergs. One of
them was really very near us, and this same one had a crack in the middle, and bits
of ice broke off it and floated near the boat. Then we went for two days up the
quiet river of St. Lawrence, till we got to Quebec, and there we stopped for a while.
Near the beginning of the St. Lawrence we passed the " Duchess of York," which
is a sister ship of the " Duchess of Richmond." We left Quebec, and it was very
exciting when we went under the huge Quebec bridge. It seems as if the boat is
going to crash right against it, but of course it doesn't. Then we got to Montreal,
after a lovely trip up the river,
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When we left our nice boat we motored for about five hours to a lovely camp
belonging to our Granny and Grandfather. It was on a pretty lake in the midst of
forests. We were ten cousins together, and five of us came from China. While we
were there we went sailing, rowing, fishing, swimming, and had a wonderful time.
Sometimes late at night we were wakened up to see shooting stars and beautiful
coloured Northern Lights.
We spent also three weeks in Ottawa, where we visited the Parliament Buildings,
and went right up to the tower, where there is another Big Ben.
We came home on the " Duchess of Bedford," and had a lovely smooth trip,
and were very happy to reach Liverpool, and get home.
A. OBUSSIER (Lower II.).

COMPETITIONS.
I.

We offer a prize for a solution of the Crossword Puzzle which appears on the
last page of the Magazine.
II. We offer a prize for a solution of the following puzzle. The blanks in the poem
are to be filled in with the surnames of members of the Staff, VI. and Upper V.,
which, if correctly supplied, will be found to complete the sense of the lines in
which they occur. Spelling is to be ignored, the ear alone suggesting the right
answer to the astute competitor, who should make a list of the names, in the
order in which they appear in the poem, and place it in the Competition Box.
Both Competitions close on May 31st.
W.H.S. Welcomes a Guest.
Through Wimbledon as late I strayed,
In Mansel Road I met a maid ;
She was, methought, of pleasing mien,
Her hat displayed the white and green.
" O maid ! " said I, " the night is cold ;
A way-worn traveller you behold ;
This stately building close at hand,
By whose inviting gate you stand,
With air of welcome greets mine eye ;
Think you it can my needs supply ? "
" Come in ! " she hospitably cried,
" We've everything you want inside ;
Your supper will be cheap ; for look,
We have a gifted —
—,
Who can supply a meal, good lass,
Composed of
or of
;
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Or, should less fishy fare entice,
Boil you a tasty dish of •
And you, of course, may freely lap
The
of the crystal tap.
We can supply your horse's need :
On dainty —
he straight shall feed ;
Tomorrow you can shoe him with
The aid of our efficient —
—•.
An
start you contemplate ?
The breakfast
shall sound at eight.
Meanwhile you'll certainly desire
Some
wherewith to feed your fire ;
(Last year, take note, we could provide
A useful pair of ——
s beside ;
This year, alas, there's only one,
And soon, we fear, there will be
.)
Your coat is torn ? no need for gloom ;
The
——'s in the Dining-room ;
We shall be happy, if you choose,
To put a
upon your shoes ;
And here a trifle you should spend
Your traveller's outfit to extend :
Think, when the nights are growing chillier,
And the rough road seems ever
,
How dearly then the wanderer loves
A cosy pair of
gloves !
Whate'er your interests, we hope
They here may find abundant scope.
Is architecture in your line ?
Our
church is rather fine ;
(Of
period 'tis, in part;
Admire, we pray, the
's art.)
Your studious tastes incline, may be,
Rather towards Geography ?
We can assist you in confirming 'em :
Much you may learn, while here, of
—
We can discourse, at your entreaty,
Of
, where the soil is
,
Or, if for that you care no button,
Arouse your interest in
.
We keep an aviary and zoo,
Though occupants they have but few ;
One bird, a •
•, you will find ;
One beast, a
of harmless kind.
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O enter our delightful
We've pleasures here that will not —
You've travelled many a weary mile,
Now
here with us awhile ! "
The maiden flung the portals wide,
And smiling beckoned me inside ;
And what was left for me to say ?
Merely the simple words, " O.
!"

SCHOOL NEWS.
THE ANNUAL MEETING.
Annual Meeting was held on Thursday, June 1st. Sir Edmund Phipps,
C.B., a member of the Council of the Girls' Public Day School Trust, was in
the Chair, and members of the Council on the platform included Miss D. Carver and
Mr. Edwardes Jones, K.C. The guest of honour was Dr. H. J. Spenser, formerly
Headmaster of University College School, London, who, after Miss Lewis's report,
addressed the School and presented the certificates.
Dr. Spenser, in a most delightful and stimulating address, talked to the School
about the objects of education, as he conceived them. To his mind, he said, they
were five : Character, Physique, Intelligence, Manners, and Information (or Scholarship) . Dr. Spenser had something wise or witty to say about each of these. Speaking
of the force of habit in the formation of character, he reminded us that good habits
are as easy to form, and as difficult to break, as bad ones, and that " every evil to
which we do not succumb is a benefactor ; we gain the strength of the temptation
we resist." The development and preservation of physical health, he said, ought
to be regarded as a duty; physical sloth was as great a sin as moral sloth, and " fitness," the perfect balance of our bodily faculties, was intimately connected with
moral and mental health. As to intelligence, Dr. Spenser held that it could be
developed by habits of observation and of accurate thinking ; and he called it the
" foundation of sympathy," which always springs from understanding. Good manners
he described as " the oil that makes things go smoothly, that softens a refusal" ;
and he insisted that gentle speech, that " excellent thing in woman," should be
regarded as a part of good manners. Finally, in speaking of Scholarship, he said
that the processes of hard thinking, so essential to our fullest development, were
unhappily irksome to the average boy and girl; he drew an entertaining picture of
" John," confronted with a difficult problem and willing to solve it by any means
except the application of his brains to i t ; but when he does tackle it—"then,"
said Dr. Spenser, " if you have the schoolmaster's ear, you can hear his brains
creak ! "
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Dr. Spenser concluded with some words of encouragement to those whose efforts
seemed to bear no fruit: let them trust in the virtue of hard work and perseverance,
which could often accomplish as much as sheer ability, and in the end they would
achieve the results of which they had been tempted to despair because they were not
immediately apparent.
A vote of thanks to Dr. Spenser was proposed by Mr. Edwardes Jones, and
seconded by the Head Girl, Janet Bottomley. The distribution of certificates was
followed by a short programme of music and recitation by members of the School.

EXAMINATION RESULTS,

1933.

UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.
Girton College, Cambridge.
J. HODGSON . . . Science.
Newnham College, Cambridge.
D. E. TOTEN . . . Science.
LONDON UNIVERSITY HIGHER SCHOOL EXAMINATION, JULY, 1933.
J. E. BOTTOMLEY . . . Physics, Chemistry, General Biology (with exemption from Ist.M.B.).
A. PAGE . . . Physics, "Pure Mathematics, Applied Mathematics.
D. C. TONGE . . . English, French, Modern History.
D. E. TOTEN . . . Physics, Chemistry.
G. E. WIESE . . . Physics, Chemistry, General Biology (with exemption from 1st M.B.).
* Distinction.
LONDON UNIVERSITY GENERAL SCHOOL EXAMINATION, JUNE, 1933.
Matriculation Certificate.
HONOURS.
A. P. CORNOCK-TAYLOR . . . English, * Geography, Latin, French, Arithmetic, *Mathematics,
*General Biology, Drawing.
M. R. D. GAUNTLETT . . . English, History, Geography, Latin, *French, Arithmetic, *Mathematics,
*Elementary Science.
P. W. MASON . . . English, History, *Geography, "Latin, *fFrench, Arithmetic, *Mathematics,
Drawing.
M. PALMER . . . 'English, "History, Geography, Latin, "fFrench, Arithmetic, "Mathematics,
Drawing.
M. SHURROCK . . . English, "History, Latin, "fFrench, Arithmetic, "Mathematics, Elementary
Science, Drawing.
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PASS.
K. G. ALLAN . . . English, Geography, French, (Mathematics), Elementary Science, Drawing.
M. J. BINKS . . . English, 'Geography, Latin, French, Arithmetic, *Mathematics, Elementary
Science.
E. E. BI.ACKMAN . . . English, Geography, French, Arithmetic, 'Mathematics, General Biology.
B. I. E. CHAPMAN . . . English, Geography, French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, Elementary
Science.
R. M. COLYER . . . English, *Geography, French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, Elementary Science.
M. E. DALLEY . . . English, Geography, French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, Elementary Science,
Drawing.
E. O. L. DAVIS . . . English, History, 'fFrench, (Mathematics), General Biology, Drawing.
H. M. M. DEAN . . . English, History, Latin, French, (Mathematics).
D. G. ISAAC . . . English, Geography, French, Arithmetic, 'Mathematics, (General Biology).
H. W. MELHUISH . . . English, Latin, French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, Drawing.
B. D. E. NORMAN . . . English, History, *tFrench, Arithmetic, 'Mathematics, Elementary Science
M. P. PARISH . . . English, Latin, 'French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, General Biology, Drawing.
M. J. SMALLWOOD . . . English, Geography, 'French, Arithmetic, 'Mathematics, General Biology.
M. V. TAYLOR . . . English, History, Latin, 'French, Arithmetic (Mathematics), General Biology.
M. Z. TAYLOR . . . English, History, Latin, French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, 'Drawing.
J. E. WATERS . . . (English), Geography, French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, General Biology,
Drawing.
School Certificate.
PASS.
R. L. BOURNE ('Geography), A. M. DAWS, M. E. FOSTER, M. H. GOODFELLOW, J. E. KIBBLE,
H. M. MARTIN ('French), U. E. MERCHANT, M. MILLARD, V. A. M. PITTAR, G. M.
RODGERS, P. B. SAUGE, D. E. TONGE ('English), (fFrench).
Subjects added to School Certificate.
K. M. OGDEN . . . 'Elementary Science.
* Distinction.

f Special Credit in Oral French or German.

( ) Lower Standard,

SCHOLARSHIPS HELD IN THE SCHOOL.
^- ^ ^ ^ o -u , v,1 S. M. EDMONDS (1932-1934).
First Trust Scholarshrp :
j P. W. MASON (1933-1935).
j ^ ± c- ,. , ,.•
! M. I. SMITH (1932-1934).
Second Trust Scholarship
^ M. PALMER (1933-35).
" Lina Evelyn Hopkinson " Scholarship for English : M. WOODHOUSE (1933-1934).
Mary Gnrney Exhibition : P. W. MASON (1933-1934).
COMMENDED FOR GOOD WORK THROUGHOUT THE YEAR IN AT LEAST
THREE SUBJECTS.
LOWER V.
UPPER IV.
LOWER IV.
UPPER III.

D. BELL, D. COLES, Ev. KAYE, E. NUNN, M. SUTTON.
W. BAKER, P. BROWNRIGG, V. CARPENTER, B. HUGGETT, P. LANG, E. OPPEN,
B. PEPPER, D. RICHARDSON, A. WALKER, P. WYNNE.
B. BARRETT, A. HINRICH, D. PARISH, E. TAYLOR.
M. ALLANACH, M. DALLAS EDWARDS, A. PALMER, D. SEARS, A. SMEDLEY, M.
STOAKLEY.
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LOWER
UPPER
LOWER
UPPER
LOWER

III.
II.
II.
I.
I.

J. POVEY.
S. BARTON, P. BRADBURY, C. ISAAC, E. JONES, J. TURNER.
P. BISHOP, Y. FENLON, A. GOODLAND, G. HIGHAM, R. HODSON, J. SILLER.
S. ANDERSON, M. JONES, N. SMITH.
A. POVEY, A. WHITEHEAD.

THE ROYAL DRAWING SOCIETY'S EXAMINATION, JUNE, 1932.
FULL CERTIFICATES : B. J. FINCH NOYES, M. E. FOLKARD, M. MILLARD, M. PARISH, J. E. WATERS.
SPECIAL PRIZE (Illustration) : M. Z. TAYLOR.

ASSOCIATED BOARD OF THE ROYAL SCHOOLS OF MUSIC.
GRADE
GRADE
GRADE
GRADE
GRADE

VI. (Intermediate)
V. (Higher)
IV. (Lower)
III. (Transitional)
I. (Primary)

PIANO.
M. SUTTON (Honourable Mention).
A. BUDD, J. SEATH.
M. INCK, E. MILROY (Honourable Mention).
J. CHALKLEY, G. PRICE.
M. NUNN (Distinction), J. THOMSON, M. UPTON.
VIOLIN.

GRADE V. (Higher)
GRADE IV. (Lower)
GRADE II. (Elementary)

Ev. KAYE.
J. CHARLES.
B. GATES.

THE SCHOOL BIRTHDAY.
"\X7HAT can we give the School for its 53rd birthday ? " The question was on
everybody's lips for many weeks before November 9th. At last we decided
that our present should take the form of a contribution towards the expense of
new stage curtains ; and after many discussions about material and colour, we
decided upon thick velvet, of a rich autumn-leaf shade, toning well with the woodwork of the hall, The curtains, which have been used once already, for the O.W.
play at the Conference in December, have been generally approved, and harassed
stage managers of the future will now be spared the anxieties inseparable in the
past from the great curtain question, since these, unlike their predecessors, are
scientifically suspended, easily worked, and of exactly the right length.
On the afternoon of the 9th, the Sixth Form gave their usual parties to the
Junior House and the Third Forms. The appearance of so many " big girls " in
much abbreviated tunics caused some comment from the Junior House, since this
is the only occasion on which some members of the Sixth wear tunics ; one prefect
was even informed by a very small girl that she was growing out of hers. The
hostesses, however, soon forgot self-consciousness in the fun of the party, and
everyone joined in rowdy games, of which the most popular was a team game in
which two members of the Staff had to race against each other. For tea, Miss
Lewis very kindly provided a birthday cake, decorated with green and white icing,
and lighted with fifty-three candles.
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The Birthday dances for the rest of the School, held later, were organised by
the Upper Fifths, and were most enjoyable. So ingenious were our hostesses in
their ideas for making the School look festive that they had hung decorations even
in the cloakrooms. They had devised some excellent novelty dances, and provided
a Corinthian Bagatelle board in the Library for those who wearied of dancing; in
fact, they entertained us admirably from start to finish, and we should like to thank
them for a most delightful evening.
Birthday greetings were received from :—
Miss Hastings.
Miss Mildred Hastings.
Miss Hughes Hallett.
The Misses E. and M. Jemmett.
Miss Joynt.
Miss Nightingale.
Miss Swann.
Miss Thane.
Miss Woodhouse.
L. Anderson.
J. Bailey.
P. Bain.
M. Bass.
T. Bell.
C. and S. Bentley.
P. Beven.
G. Bird (ne'e Hemingway).
S. Blake.
J. Bottomley.
L. Bowman (nee MacFarlane).
J. Bowman.
G. Bradbeer (n&e Mehew).
I. Brash.
K. Brewer.
S. Burke.
M. Buxton.
P. Campling (n^e Webb).
J. Chambers (n£e Cox).
M. Clark.
J., E. and M. Cooke.
D. Cooper.
P. Cooper.
R. Cox.
N. Curtis.
A. Daws.
E. Downham (n^e Mountifield).
K. Downham.
D. Elphick.
M. Emerson Smith.
B. Finch-Noyes.
K. Finch-Noyes.
(n^e Molyneux).

H. French.
N. Gardiner (n£e Cooke).
M. Gerrish.
M. Goggs.
M. Goodfellow.
P. Guest.
N. Haig (ne'e Groom).
E. Haines (ne'e Freeman).
D. Ham.
M. Harding.
J. Harker.
K. Harvey.
H. Heather.
N. Hepburn.
M. and V. Hicks.
H. Holland.
A. Honisett (ne'e Radcliffe).
A. Johnston.
L. Johnston (ne'e Cooke).
C. Jones.
K. and A. Jones.
H. and M. Kennett.
K. Kimpton.
M. Knapp.
V. Lansdowne.
K. Laurie.
D. Lesh.
B. Loarridge.
G. and K. Lowenadler.
K. McDowell.
J. Macnaughton.
E. Meade (ne'e Scott).
Y. Miller.
A. Milroy (ne'e Shoberl).
D. Newman.
J. Nicholson (ne'e Green).
M. and P. Oldham.
F. Olive.
H. Ottaway (ne'e Cooke).
R. Perring.
S. Philipp.
M. Pitt.

V. Pittar.
A., E. and M. Potterton.
M. Powell.
J. Reed.
J. and M. Robertson.
N. Robinson
(ne'e Schaposchnikoff).
G. Rodgers.
R. Rogers.
J. Rushton.
G. Sandes.
P., R. and D. Sansom.
B. Schooling.
M. Scott Evans.
R. Scott-Moore.
E. Scown.
H. Scriven.
R. Sharp.
M. Shine.
E. Shingles.
L., B. and P. Smith.
W. Sparks.
M. Speirs.
C. Stacey.
G. Stafford.
B. Stedman.
W. Stevenson.
M. Stoyel.
B. Sullivan.
P. and J. Taylor.
K. Vane.
K. de Ville.
Z. Walthew.
M. Warren.
K. White.
G. Wiese.
L. Wilson Foster (nee Cooke).
W. Wray.
F. Young.
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The following poems were written for the School Calendar.
The Apple Tree.
Autumn is come again to us, and still
The apple-tree leans by the sunny wall,
Keeping her kindly vigil over all
And blessing all things with a quiet peace.
See how she stands, through sun and rain alike
Untiringly, her feet in lowly earth,
Her hands stretched ever upward towards Heav'n.
The cold wind whistles round her ; let us go
Gather her last leaves of the dying year,
And hail the new with courage in our hearts.
Margaret Wilson.
Invocation.
Come, goddess, come, and be thy presence near,
Great Knowledge, thou whose name is honoured here.
O heaven-born maiden, goddess, splendid one,
Show us thy gleaming hair, thy brow of white,
Whereon the diadem of Truth doth burn,
Shedding its light around thee ; show thy face,
Composed in serenest calm and peace.
Divinely powerful and divinely fair,
Unveil thy loveliness, reveal thy strength,
That we may love thee more, and serve thee more.
Most fitting is it that upon this day,
So dear to thee, and dearer yet to us,
Thou should'st be with us, joining in our gladness,
And we should see thee, know thee, cherish thee.
Then, Knowledge, come, and with thy presence grace
This School which is thy spirit's dwelling-place.
Sheila Edmonds.

GIFTS TO THE SCHOOL.
\A/E gladly take this opportunity of expressing our gratitude to the Old Girls and
friends of the School who have sent us the following gifts :—
A reproduction of Alfred Sisley's picture "A Sunny Landscape," from Miss
Joynt,
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A reproduction of Brangwyn's picture " Pelago," and a book by Suggate,
" Australia and New Zealand," from R. Foster.
A bismuth crystal from Sir Harold Carpenter.
A barograph from J. Bottomley, P. Cooper, R. Cox, J. Hawker, G. and K.
Lowenadler and G. Wiese.
A Science Prize, founded by D. Toten, in the shape of a book to be given annually
to the girl in Lower IV. who does the best independent work in Science. This year
it was awarded on the result of a written and practical test in Astronomy kindly
conducted by Dr. Houghton, and it was won by Monica Allanach.
Gramophone records, from Mr. Carpenter and Mrs. Imhof.
Daffodil bulbs for Draxmont, from G. Rodgers.
And for the Libraries :—
" The Political History of England," Vols. II. and III., " England under the
Normans and Angevins," " England in the Later Middle Ages," " The British
Isles," by Stamp and Beaver, and Brewer's " Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,"
from E. Aldrich and F. Olive.
Barnard's " A Mediaeval History of England," and Grant and Temperley
" Europe in the 19th and 20th Centuries," from B. Schooling.
" Ariel," by Maurois, from J. Bourne.
" The Shape of Things to Come," by H. G. Wells, from R. Bourne.
" Adventurous Women," by Eleanor Scott, and " The Girl's Guide," by P. J.
Langland, from J. Huggins.
"Selma Lagerlof," from Miss Thane.
Original illustrations for " Adventures of Odysseus," from Miss Stawell.
" The Times Atlas," from Mr. Stead.
" Here's Horse Sense," from Mr. R. S. Summerhays.
" My Four Years in Germany," by Gerard, from Mr. Walker.
" Tragedy," by Lucas, from R. Wills.
Books for the Sixth Form Library, from J. Bottomley, N. Curtis, R. Foster,
F. Olive, B. Schooling, C. Tonge.
Books for the Junior School Libraries, from Marjorie Jackson.
Books for the Reference Library, from Mr. Jagger.

STAFF

NOTES.

TOURING the last twelve months there have been an unusually large number
of changes in the Staff.
It is difficult to imagine the Preparatory without Miss Penny ; but by the time
these words are in print she will have begun to enjoy well-earned leisure and freedom
from the routine of school.
She will be greatly missed. During her twenty-five years at Wimbledon,
hundreds of girls and boys have passed through her hands, learning under her wise
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direction the important early lessons of self-control and public spirit and concentration
upon the work in hand. What Wimbledon High School owes to her cannot be put
into words. In all these years she has devoted herself to the interests of her big
family and of the School. She has a rare understanding of children, and many
Wimbledonians, including some who are now mothers, remember with gratitude
both the kindliness with which she entered into their childish joys and the bracing
effect of her robust common sense. She takes with her our best wishes.
To her successor, Miss Fryer, we offer a cordial welcome. Strangely enough,
she has taught in the same two schools of the Trust in which Miss Penny taught
before she came to Wimbledon, Shrewsbury High School and Netting Hill High
School.
At the end of the Summer Term Miss Thane, Mademoiselle Blanchard and
Miss Tench left us.
Miss Thane had been at W.H.S. since 1913, and had given devoted service to
the School for twenty years. Her help was especially valuable during the difficult
time that followed the fire, and when she was Second Mistress and we were settling
down in the new building. We all wondered last Autumn Term how we were to
cope with the intricacies of the second-hand book cupboard without her aid. Luckily
she is living at Harrow, and is now coaching, not teaching in a school, so she was
able to come to our help at the beginning of the term. She will share our rejoicings
that one of her pupils here, Anne Page, has just gained a Mathematical Scholarship
at Newnham.
Mademoiselle Blanchard has joined the Staff of the Froebel Demonstration
School, while Miss Tench is employed as a demonstrator by the Gas, Light and Coke
Co., Ltd. Part of her time is spent in demonstrating cooking on gas stoves, part
of it in interviewing housewives who have exchanged old cookers for new, or have
had a gas-cooker installed for the first time. It is a varied and interesting life, and
she is learning much of the difficulties which confront the housewife in the poorer
districts of London.
At the end of the Summer Term we also said " Good-bye " to Mrs. Mathews,
who for several years had taken the Science VI. for Physics. Those who knew her
will be interested to hear that she and her husband have built their house, with the
help of their friends. There are still many odd jobs to be done on it, and sometimes
at week-ends members of the W.H.S. Staff may be seen, precariously balanced on
ladders, engaged on tasks far removed from their week-day routine.
Miss Weir left the Junior House at the end of the Summer Term, and joined
the Staff of the Preparatory till Christmas, when she left to be married. In her
place in the Junior School we welcome Miss Hare. The Preparatory also said
farewell to Miss Bush at the end of the Spring Term.
Miss Keigwin was married during the summer holidays, but, we are glad to say,
returned to us as Mrs. Oliver, to take the Current Events Class in the VI., and Upper
VI. History, and to exercise a general supervision over the garden. Draxmont
under her charge promises to be an even greater delight to the School this summer
than it was last.
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By the time this Magazine is published Miss Mills will have changed her name
to Mrs. Gibbs. She will continue to take games in the afternoons.
We wish Miss Wylde, who is to be married in June, every happiness in her new
life. She is returning in the summer to teach the Upper V. till their examination.
We wonder how many brides have found that the date of the wedding is determined
by that of the General School Examination !
We extend our welcome to the new members of the Staff:—Miss Askew (French),
Miss Hillier (History), Miss Rowney (Mathematics), Miss Stirk (Domestic Subjects),
Miss Birt (Preparatory), and Miss Van 0. Bryn (Biology).
M.E.L.
I.G.L.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL STAFF.
Head Mistress : Miss LEWIS.
Staff.
Miss Adams - - - - - Miss Askew - - - - - Miss Buist - - - - - Miss Ensor - - - - - Miss Finnis - - - - - Miss Gray - - - - - Mile. Andree Hannkiewicz
Miss Hare - - - - - Miss Hillier - - - - - Miss Holland
- - - - Miss Ireland - - - - - Miss Iva Lewis (Second Mistress) Miss d e Lisle
- - - - Miss Peattie
Miss Rowney
- - - - Miss Stack - - - - - Miss Stirk - - - - - Miss Summerhays
Miss Tate
Miss Taylor
Miss Truman (Head Mistress's Deputy)
Miss Van O. Bryn
- . . .
Miss Whiting
- - - - Miss Wilby Miss Wilson - - - - - -

Classics.
French and German.
French and German.
Classics.
Form Upper I.
History and Mathematics.
French.
Form Lower IIP.
History.
Form Upper IIP.
Mathematics.
Chemistry.
Art.
English.
Mathematics.
Form VI. and English.
Domestic Science.
Form Lower II.
Form Lower IIlA. and Geography.
Form Upper II. and Scripture.
Geography.
Biology.
Mathematics.
French.
Physical Training.
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Preparatory.
Miss Fryer - Miss Airman-Ward
Miss Birt
- Miss Leigh - Miss Parsons
Miss Wedgwood -

-

-

-

-

Visiting
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Miss

Armfield
Bullard
Fifer French - les Godfrey
Lovett - Mathewson McGregor Mills - Moore
Norman
Oliver - Shirreff Hilton
Webb - -

-

T h e Remove.
Upper Preparatory B .
Middle Preparatory.
Lower Preparatory.
Upper Preparatory A .
Lower I .

Staff.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Singing.
Elocution.
Pianoforte.
Singing.
Pianoforte
Physics.
Dancing.
Violin.
Remedial Exercises a n d Games.
Pianoforte.
Scripture.
History.
Pianoforte.
Pianoforte.

LECTURES, EXPEDITIONS AND PARTIES.
have enjoyed many interesting lectures at School this year. Mr. Yusuf Ali
spoke to us on India and the Empire; Mr. Murray Urquhart on British
Painters ; Miss Thompson on South Africa ; Mr. Chakravarty on The Ideals of
Gandhi and Tagore ; Miss de Lisle on British Art; Miss Bass on Careers for Girls ;
and Mrs. Crosthwaite (to the Sixth Form) on Child Psychology. An account of
Miss Sayle's lecture on Canadian Caravan Schools will be found in the Scripture
Union report.
Visits to The Imperial Institute, the South Kensington Museum and Hampton
Court have been organised ; and a large party of girls went to the Aldershot Tattoo
in the summer. Miss Tate took an Upper VB. party to the London Docks, and Miss
Whiting a VI. and Upper V. party to the Greenwich Observatory. The Upper V.
also visited, with Miss Tench, the Wimbledon Telephone Exchange and Lyons'
Laboratories. In the Spring Term there were two expeditions, conducted by Miss
de Lisle, to the Exhibition of British Art at Burlington House, and the VI. went,
with Miss Stack and Miss Hillier, to hear Sir Norman Angell speak at a meeting
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of the Wimbledon Branch of the League of Nations Union. Miss Wilby and Miss
Askew took parties of girls to performances of " L'Avare " and of " Knpck," and
members of the Upper V. went with Miss Stack to " Richard of Bordeaux."
Social Service parties have been given by the Lower V. and Upper IV. to children
from the Bermoiidsey Medical Mission, by the Upper V. to girls from Kensington
Clubs, and by the VI. to mothers and babies from Islington.

The Vauxhall Party.
TN December, the Sixth Form, under the auspices of the Lady Margaret Hall
Settlement, gave their usual party for Vauxhall children attached to the Salamanca Girls' Club.
We arrived early in the morning at the Club rooms in Vauxhall where the party
was to be held, and by dint of perseverance had by lunch time contrived to decorate
the two halls with paper chains, light the fires, plant the Christmas Tree in a barrel,
prepare tea, and inspect Miss Stack's Santa Claus outfit; then, fortified with lunch,
we prepared for a still busier afternoon.
Half-an-hour before the party was due to begin, many anxious little faces were
pressed against the railings, and " Let us in, Miss ! " sounded cajolingly from outside ; we were obliged, however, to inform these over-eager guests that there were
no " early doors." At 3 o'clock punctually, however, they were all admitted, and
the afternoon began with games in the larger hall, where we played " Oranges and
Lemons " and " The Farmer's in his Den " with great gusto. Then, a trifle hoarse,
we went in to tea.
The great event of the evening was now approaching. Towards the end of
tea, we all wished very hard (with some previous assurance of success) for Santa
Claus to come. Sure enough, a familiar figure appeared, and clapped his hands.
We refrained from standing up and saying " Good-morning," and watched Santa
Claus give each delighted child a bundle of books and toys ; how we wished that all
the W.H.S. girls who had taken the trouble to bring us their unwanted playthings
for the party could have seen the joy on the children's faces as they hugged their
parcels ! The ceremony was a great success, though Santa Claus was evidently
having trouble with his whiskers, which threatened at any moment to detach themselves from their adopted cheeks.
After tea, more games ; " Musical Bumps " was most popular, and great was
the demand for " Piggy-backs " and " Twisters." The evening flew for us, and it
was with reluctance that we saw the last departing guest, her presents tucked safely
under her arm, wave a cheerful good-bye to us as she vanished through the door.

E.D,
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THE SYBIL EATON TRIO CONCERT.

QN Thursday, November 23rd, girls and visitors crowded into the School Hall to
hear a concert given by the Sybil Eaton Trio. A Trio in E flat, by Beethoven,
was played first, and we heard some of the beautiful Chamber music which is given
so seldom now in its right environment—a room or small hall, such as our School
Hall.
Miss Eaton chose her two solo pieces from Handel, and we were delighted to be
able to recognise at least one piece from the programme, the well-known " Berenice."
Handel's " Passacaglia," equally beautiful though perhaps not quite so familiar,
gave gay pictures of old Spanish folk-dancing.
Mr. Angus Morrison delighted us with his playing of " Clair de Lune " and
" Jardins sous la Pluie," both by Debussy. The latter was very descriptive ; one
could all but see the rain pattering through the trees and flowers.
The violoncello solos which followed were listened to by a tensely silent audience.
Miss Antonia Butler seemed to put her whole soul into her music. She played
compositions by Spanish composers—an Intermezzo by Granados and " Tarantella "
by Casella.
The artistes then came together in Mozart's Trio in G major, and, to our
sorrow, the concert ended. We are greatly indebted to the Sybil Eaton Trio for
giving the School the pleasure of hearing beautiful music beautifully played.
M.S.

"ROMEO AND JULIET."
\A7 HEN it was first noised abroad that the Sixth were contemplating a performance
of " Romeo and Juliet," some of the more timorous of us were disposed to
admire their courage rather than their wisdom ; however, they were more than
justified by the event. The " Romeo and Juliet " given in the School Hall on the
evening of July 22nd was one of the most beautiful we have ever seen anywhere,
and one which we shall not easily forget.
The scenery was simple but entirely satisfying. For a few hours we were
transported, and breathed the atmosphere of the Verona of the Montagues and
Capulets. Some of the scenes took place before the curtain in the " Old Vic."
manner, and we glimpsed dark streets, lighted by flickering red lanterns. One of
the most beautiful settings was the Banqueting Hall in the Capulets' house, with
candles casting their shadows on the white walls behind the dark tables, a gleam of
silver and pewter, and the figures of the guests moving easily in what appeared,
despite the smallness of the stage, to be a vast hall. Nor must the skilful use of
the archway framing the splendid figure of the Prince, and the curtains leading to
Juliet's bedchamber, be forgotten, or the eerie darkness of the vault where Juliet
lay to await the coming of Romeo. For the first time within the memory of most
of us, the balcony was used as part of the setting, and we still see the slight, graceful
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figure of Juliet bending down from it to talk with Romeo in the darkness of the
orchard below. There were other slighter scenes—the Apothecary's house, Friar
Laurence's cell—all suggested by adroit touches. Not in vain had those who were
responsible for the settings studied the technique of the " Old Vic." productions
and learnt the importance of not starving the eye and at the same time of never
allowing the scenery to obtrude itself and distract attention from the theme.
The costumes were cunningly contrived, the colours rich and glowing, a beautiful
medley of browns and purples, blues and golds, all enhanced by the coloured lights,
now white, now orange, now green, projected from the gallery.
The general level of acting was high. Occasional inaudibility made us lose
some of the most beautiful lines ; but on the whole the diction was clear, the quality
of the voices pleasing and the Shakespearean line well spoken. The highest meed
of praise must, of course, be awarded to Romeo and Juliet, the " pair of star-cross'd
lovers," for their most moving interpretation of their roles. Both actors have
considerable talent, and their youth gave them an advantage denied to more experienced players. The Nurse, in spite of a regrettable tendency to fidget, gave an
interesting study of a difficult part, while nothing in Mercutio's " became him like
the leaving it " ; we have rarely seen a more convincing death on any stage. The
standard of acting among the minor characters was so high that it is difficult to
single out individuals for special notice ; an exception must, however, be made in
favour of Capulet, who brought to life a part which sometimes passes almost unnoticed.
Perhaps the highest compliment which we can pay to the actors and those
responsible for the production is to say that, as the play went on, we forgot to judge
it by ordinary amateur standards and viewed it as a serious piece of Shakespearean
acting, and as such found it not wanting.
E.W.
Cast.
Escalus, Prince of Verona
Paris
Montague Capulet
Romeo
Mercutio Benvolio Tybalt
Friar Laurence Balthasar Sampson Gregory
Abraham An Apothecary
Lady Montague Lady Capulet
-

-

-

-

G. Wiese.
R. Foster.
C . Tonge.
R . Cox.
E . Parker-Smith.
J . Smith.
K. Ogden.
F . Olive.
S . Edmonds.
K. de Ville.
J . Bottomley.
M. Wilson.
J . Arthur.
M. Dean.
E . Davis.
M . Woodhouse.
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Juliet
Nurse to Juliet
Servants, Guests, Watchmen

-

-

-.
-

B . Rodd.
B. Schooling.
B. Loarridge, A. Page,
M. Wilson, A. Moll.

Orchestra

-

-

-

-

C . Tonge, E . Shine.

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager -

-

-

-

Miss Stack.
M. Woodhouse.

-

-

THE DRAMATIC COMPETITION.
r

PHE Forms taking part in the Dramatic Competition this year were asked to
select for presentation scenes from any Skakespearean plays which they had
never studied in School. This experiment was on the whole a successful one, and
most of the competing Forms made good use of the freedom of choice and interpretation which it allowed.
The preliminary performances, held on March 23rd, were judged by Miss Wilby
and Miss Peattie, who decided that the scenes from " Henry IV.," presented by
Upper IVs. (Stage Manager, B. Gates), and those from " Much Ado about Nothing "
presented by Lower VB. (Stage Manager, C. Finch-Noyes) were the worthiest of
being repeated in the Finals before an outside judge. The other Forms had chosen
their plays as follows : Lower VA. (Stage Manager, P. Scard), scenes from " The
Taming of the Shrew " ; Upper IVA. (Stage Manager, C. House), scenes from " Coriolanus"; Lower IVA. (Stage Manager, J. Connan), scenes from "Macbeth"; Lower
IVB. (Stage Manager, J. Wilson), scenes from " A Winter's Tale." The judges'
detailed criticisms of these four productions have already been given to the School.
In all of them, the standard of word-perfection was high, costume and general
production were carefully and effectively planned and carried out, and each produced examples of really good acting. In their choice and arrangement of scenes,
these Forms were not so successful, with the exception of Lower VA., whose production
of " The Taming of the Shrew " made a clear and convincing whole.
Miss Pilgrim most kindly took Miss Byrne's place, at very short notice, in judging
the Finals on March 27th, and awarded the prize to Form Lower VB. They achieved,
she said, a real sense of comedy, and were successful in introducing a variety of pace
into their scenes which brought out very well the light and shade of the whole. She
pointed out that the arbour scene could have been improved if some of the actors
had shown their consciousness of Benedick's presence rather more pointedly. On
the stage, a certain amount of exaggeration is permissible, in order to bring out
and get across the various points which must be made. In the matter of costume
and general production, Miss Pilgrim said that " Much Ado " achieved good results,
with the exception of the women's dresses, which were out of period, and so spoilt
the general effect at times. She commented particularly on the very effective
costume of Leonato,
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It was unfortunate that Upper IVB. did not do nearly so well in the Finals as
in the preliminary round of the Competition, in which they had given us a most
entertaining performance. Miss Pilgrim said that their opening was good, giving
a vigorous and lively sense of fun. But the scenes lost much of their effectiveness
by being taken at the same pace throughout. The actors tended to speak their
lines far too quickly, and so missed many of their points, the audience having no
time to take them in ; Prince Hal and Falstaff were the chief offenders in this matter.
Miss Pilgrim also pointed out that some of the actors in this play made the beginners'
mistake of using gestures which had no real meaning, and also tended to sidle off the
stage instead of making their exits as if they had a real purpose in going. But the
costumes and grouping in these scenes were particularly well done.
In her general criticism of the plays, Miss Pilgrim said that the actors might
have been rather more spacious in their gestures, and that the men could have
adopted more masculine poses both in sitting and standing. She added that she
was impressed by the really high standard achieved in both performances, and
especial!}' congratulated Lower VB. on a most amusing rendering of their scenes
from " Much Ado."
We should like to thank Miss Pilgrim very heartily for her kindness in coming
down to judge the Competition.

THE SCHOOL ORCHESTRA.
EMBERS : Miss Fifer (Conductor) ; First Violins : I. Mavlankar (Leader),
E. A. Kaye, E. Parker-Smith, L. Mavlankar, M. Charles, B. Gates ; Second
Violins : M. Palmer (Leader), B. Huggett, D. Richardson, A. Charles, S. Prewett;
Violas : Miss Webb, P. Dallas-Edwards ; Double-bass : Miss Taylor ; Pianist : K.
Ogden.
The Orchestra now consists of fifteen members, including two of the Staff. Miss
Taylor still nobly plays the three-stringed double bass, Miss Webb and P. DallasEdwards play the viola. Patricia is the first girl at the School to play the viola
in the orchestra since Miss Fifer started conducting six years ago. We played a
Hungarian Dance of Brahms, and the Minuet from Haydn's Clock Symphony, at the
Junior and Middle School Practice Concerts, and we accompanied the carol-singing
at the end of the Christmas Term, which we enjoyed very much, although we were
all perched up in the gallery in cramped quarters.
We still need many new members, especially 'cellists, and we are hoping that
some enterprising girls will learn wind instruments in the summer holidays.
If anyone leaving School at the end of the year is thinking of making a really
useful gift to the School, we badly need several new music stands ; our present ones
collapse with spread-eagled legs at every conceivable moment, of else stick, with
the music two inches from the floor.
E. PARKER-SMITH.
E. A. KAYE.
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THE NATURE TABLE.

/k T the beginning of the Autumn Term, 1933, the Nature Club was suspended,
but owing to the very successful suggestion of Miss Wylde we now have, in
its place, a Nature Table. This is a beautiful piece of oak furniture which stands
on the landing outside the Sixth Form room. It has a glass top, pull-out trays and
four large drawers.
Members of the Middle and Senior School are cordially invited to bring labelled
exhibits, which are put on the glass top of the table for one week. After this period,
if the owner does not want her exhibit back, it is put either under the glass top, or
else in one of the drawers, and so can be seen at any time.
So far this has proved most successful, and a great variety of really interesting
exhibits have been brought. I think some of these are worthy of mention. J.
Barnes (Up. IIlA.) lent us a wasps' nest, complete with wasp-grubs, and pupae,
neatly tucked away within the cells. Luckily for us, these were all dead. We have
also been able to show eight varieties of birds' nests. These included a Goldencrested Wren's, brought by M. Angus (L. IIlB.) ; a Long-tailed Tit's, lent by B. de
Roemer (Up. IVA.) ; and a Reed-warbler's, which had been built mainly of wool,
collected by the parent birds at the time when the sheep were being shorn.
In the Spring Term Miss Wylde most kindly presented the School with a delightful chromium-plated bowl, in which we can put flowers, or grow bulbs. This
is to be held by the Form which exhibits the greatest number of interesting specimens
on the Nature Table. The first proud holders were Form L. IIlB., and the VI.
have won it in the Spring Term. We should like to take this opportunity of thanking Miss Wylde for her beautiful gift to the School, and for all that she has done,
both for the Nature Club and for the Nature Table. We are sure that her gift will
help to arouse much enthusiasm; and as we can now look forward to the spring and
summer months, we shall expect many more interesting exhibits. This really does
help our Nature work ; so we hope very much that the School will continue to
support us, and bring us all the interesting things that they find.
M. DALLEY.

THE SCRIPTURE UNION.
T N the Summer Term one meeting of the Union was held, at which Miss Matthews
gave us a helpful and stimulating talk on " Why Christ Died." We wish that
more members had been present to hear it.
It was decided in September to hold only three meetings during the year. In
the Autumn Term Miss Penzer, the Secretary of the Association of Teachers of
Religious Knowledge, gave us four good reasons " Why we should read our Bibles."
Between thirty and forty members of Forms Lower V., Upper V. and VI. were
present, and greatly appreciated Miss Penzer's very interesting talk.
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In the Spring Term Miss Sayle told us about the work which she and Miss
Hasell are doing in the Peace River Country in Western Canada. They take their
Sunday School Caravans to remote places where, but for their visits, the settlers
would have no religious services and the children no religious instruction. In the
last two summers they and their helpers have visited over 1,000 houses, enrolled
2,400 children for " Sunday School by Post," and started forty new Sunday Schools.
They have travelled nearly 6,000 miles, of which 1,300 miles were travelled on foot
through country where the Vans could not penetrate. Many of the settlers are in
a desperate plight, because they cannot sell their corn at a remunerative price,
and to the most poverty-stricken among them the Vans distribute clothing.
The number of girls belonging to the School branch of the Scripture Union is
at the moment very small, though several belong to other branches. We still have
very few members from the Middle School. We hope that the girls who do belong
to the Union will persuade others to join.
J. ARTHUR (Secretary).

SCHOOL CLUBS.
The Debating Club.
'THE Committee for the year 1933-1934 is as follows:—Miss Lewis (President),
Miss Stack (Vice-President),-S. Edmonds (Chairman), M. Palmer (Secretary),
B. Birmingham, L. Birchall, R. Bell, J. Charles.
This year only two meetings of the Club have been held. The first was on
December 18th, when the motion " That patriotism should no longer be considered
a virtue " was proposed by M. Taylor and I. Mavlankar, and opposed by D. Tonge
and A. Wulff. After prolonged discussion, it was won by 24 votes to 23. Perhaps
during the unusually long lapse of time since its last meeting the Club had forgotten
the high standard it usually reaches in its debates ; perhaps the exceptional keenness
aroused by the subject of this debate made us heedless of the way in which we
expressed ourselves ; but whatever the reasons, the fact remains that this meeting
was a disappointment. Members joined with great zest in a fiery argument, but
they were careless and hurried in the way they spoke, and generally made no attempt
at style. No one troubled to group her points. Single observations were hurled
at the heads of the members on the opposite benches without any explanation of
their bearing upon the subject under discussion. Those who made the opening
speeches seemed to have missed one very important point : no statement can ever
be established as true, however many points are brought forward to support it,
unless these are arranged in logical order. An argument is like a building ; it must
have its foundations on something solid, it must be based on principle. If a steel
girder supporting a wall were to be removed, the walls would of course fall; if there
were a great deal of wall, that would not help it to stay up ; the larger it was, the
greater would be the fall thereof. In the same way, one flaw near the beginning
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of an argument renders the whole thing invalid, however clever the ensuing points
may be. And the moral of this is, that those making speeches to the Debating Club
should begin at the beginning and end at the end, not entirely forgetting the middle !
The second meeting of the year was held on February 20th, and took the form
of a Sharp Practice Debate. Fewer members than usual were present, owing to
the enforced absence of the Lower V., who were in quarantine. The Chairman
opened the meeting with a few preliminary remarks, suggesting to those present
that the meeting afforded an excellent opportunity for improving the style and
coherence of our debating. The first motion before the House, " That a contented
pig is better than a discontented philosopher," was proposed by K. Ogden, and
opposed by Miss Rowney. The motion was lost by 13 votes to 7. The next motion,
" That the House System should be introduced into this School," proposed by
M. Taylor and opposed by H. Melhuish, proved a very interesting one. Members
debated well on a subject which they felt concerned them personally. This motion
was also lost by 13 votes to 7. Finally, the motion, " That smoking is a Vice,"
was proposed by Miss Stack and opposed by P. Mason. It was carried by 11 votes
to 9.
This last meeting was a great success. The Club seemed to have profited by
the admonitions of its Chairman, and though members took more trouble to speak
well, they found that this did not lesson the enjoyment they got out of the debates.
We are looking forward to great things from the Club during the coming year.

Wimbledon County School very kindly invited some representatives af our Club
to take part in an inter-School debate on March 2nd. This was an entirely new
experiment, and proved very successful; we, for our part, enjoyed exchanging views
with speakers unknown to us, and found it stimulating to encounter new debating
methods. The motion, " That we are losing the art of making our own amusements,"
was proposed by M. Palmer, opposed by a member of the County School, and lost
by 82 votes to 29, after a good debate.
M. PALMER (Secretary).

The Literary Club.
TTOR the first meeting of the year we decided to try a new experiment—a reading
of poems by anonymous members of the Club. Some doubts were entertained
at first as to whether there would be any response to our appeal for original poems,
but we need have had no fear, for members responded nobly, and when the great
day—Tuesday, November 28th—arrived, we had received about twenty-five poems.
A team of readers—E. Parker-Smith, M. Palmer, A. Wulff, L. Birchall and P. Lang
—read these poems to an audience of about fifty, which included Miss Lewis and
several members of the Staff. The poems were very varied in matter and treatment, and showed a high standard which was surprising considering the groans
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which had greeted the frantic representatives in their search for hidden talent;
they had been told: " Oh, I've never written a poem in my life," " I couldn't possibly,"
" I've got far too much work as it is," and so on. Actually, all these assertions
were proved quite untrue. Among the best of the entries were " Arcadia," " A
Translation from Horace," " An Ode to December," in the manner of Shelley,
two rather extraordinary ones " in the modern style," and one called " Genesis,"
which aroused a great deal of discussion.
The second meeting of the year was held on Tuesday, March 6th, and consisted of readings of prose and poetry by M. Palmer, A. Wulff, M. Taylor, B. Birmingham, and E. Parker-Smith. We chose this form of meeting instead of a play-reading
in order that the Lower Fifths, who were rehearsing for the Dramatic Competition,
should not be given any extra work and should be able to be present in large numbers.
Unfortunately there was some misunderstanding about quarantine, and only four
or five of the Lower Fifths were present, which made the audience a very small
one, only about twenty members being present altogether. However, those who
did not come missed a very pleasant evening, for the readings were splendid, and
all had been chosen with an eye to contrast and comparison.
M. Palmer read a short and brutal extract from the preface to " The Doctor's
Dilemma," by Shaw, and then a skit on the style of G.B.S., by Max Beerbohm.
Then she read a passage from " The Happy Hypocrite," also by Max Beerbohm,
and ended, as a complete contrast, with some verses from the Book of Ecclesiasticus.
A. Wulff-read only one poem—" Miss Thompson goes Shopping," by Martin
Armstrong, a long description of a spinster's afternoon, which was most amusing.
M. Taylor read two sea poems, one from the fish's and the other from the
sailor's point of view ; and then two prose extracts from Herman Melville's " Moby
Dick."
B. Birmingham read a short essay by James Elroy Flecker, " Candilli," and
then two contrasted poems on death—one, Browning's famous " Prospice," and
the other a less well-known poem by H. Wrong.
In conclusion, E. Parker-Smith read two strongly-contrasted poems, " The
Hound of Heaven," by Francis Thompson, and " The Confessional," by Robert
Browning.
D. TONGE (Secretary).

The Tennis Club.
'"PHE Committee for the year 1933 was as follows : Miss Lewis (President), Miss
Truman (Vice-President), R. Foster (Captain and Secretary), A. CornockTaylor (Vice-Captain and Treasurer), A. Daws, P. Nott-Bower, E. Shine, M. Down,
P. Humphreys.
First Senior Champion : R. Foster.
Second Senior Champion : A. Cornock-Taylor.
Junior Champion : D. Turner.
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The team for the year was :—
First Senior Couple : R. Foster and A. Cornock-Taylor.
Second Senior Couple : F. Olive and M. Dalley.
Junior Couple : D. Turner and J. Charles.
Date.
May 26th.
June 2nd.
July 4th.

SHIELD MATCHES.
Opponent.
Clapham.
Bromley.
Croydon.

Result.
Win.
Win.
Loss.

Score.
30 games to 21
26 games to 25
24 games to 27

May 12th.
May 19th.
June 12th.

OTHER MATCHES.
Bromley.
Loss.
Old Girls.
Win.
The Study (16 and under team) Win.

22 games to 29
29 games to 22
34 games to 29

R. FOSTER (Secretary).

TEAM

CRITICISMS.

A. CORNOCK-TAYLOR played a much steadier game this year, and her volleying improved ; but
her service is still erratic. She has a very good cross-court drive.
F. OLIVE has a good, reliable drive, but her volleying and service are still rather weak.
M. DALLEY is determined, but must get more swing into her drive and her service if they are
to be really effective.
D. TURNER should try to hit her drives harder, and get into the right position for her backhands.
Her first service is good.
J. CHARLES plays with her brains and places well, but she needs more practice at the net.
R.F.
R. FOSTER'S play improved very greatly during the season. She drives hard, volleys well and is
much more speedy than she was last year. Her service is still rather erratic, though
often well placed.
V.H.T.

In the Surrey Junior Lawn Tennis Championships, R. Foster reached the
semi-final, where she was beaten 7-5, 6-3 by M. Whitmarsh, who won in the final
round 6-2, 6-1. A. Cornock-Taylor reached the last eight, where she also was defeated
by M. Whitmarsh.
We congratulate an O.W., Adeline Yorke, on reaching the Finals of the Ladies'
Doubles at Wimbledon last summer, in partnership with Miss F. James, and on
putting up such an excellent fight against players so experienced as Miss Ryan and
Miss Jacobs. In the Lawn Tennis Tournament at Beaulieu, Southern France, in
February, she won a fine victory for England in the Women's Singles. She defeated Mme. Henrotin 6-1, 4-0, 6-4, and received the Trophy from the hands of
the King of Sweden.
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The Swimming Club.
PHE Committee for the year 1933 was as follows : Miss Lewis (President), Miss
Wilson (Vice-President), Miss Thane, S. Edmonds (Captain), P. Gauntlett,
V. Pittar, M. Hackney, B. Looker, J. Charles, N. Norman, V. Gunn, D. Gates,
A. Hopkin, B. Norman, H. Thomas, M. Norman.
The following girls have gained First-class Badges this year : V. Pittar, B.
Pennycuick, M. Rice.
On Tuesday, June 27th, a match was held against Sutton High School. The
result was a victory for Sutton by 42 points to 13.
The Swimming Sports were held on Monday, July 17th. The results were as
follows :—
r

FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
One Length.—N. Norman.
Length on Back.—N. Norman.
Obstacle Race.—B. Norman.
Style.—B. James. Costume Race.—N. Norman. Double Swimming.—P. Myson ; M. Hackney.
THIRD AND FOURTH CLASSES.
One Length.—H. Thomas.
Length on Back.—R. Levy.
Obstacle Race.—B. Looker.
Style.—A. Johnston.
Costume Race.-—J. Tompson.
Egg and Spoon Race.—N. Marks.
Beginners' Width.—K. Weald.
OPEN EVENTS.
Neat Diving.—J. Charles.
Plate Diving.—P. Myson.
Plunge.—N. Norman.
Two Lengths.—N. Norman.
TEAM RACES.
Senior Relay.—Lower VA.
Senior Boat Race.—VI.
Junior Relay.-—Upper IVA.
Junior Boat Race.—Upper IIlA.

The Senior Cup was won by Form Lower VA. with 60 points.
The Junior Cup was won by Form Upper IVs. with 56 points.
The Senior Champion was M. Hackney, and the Junior Champion N. Norman.
The Club suffered a great loss when Miss Thane left at the end of the Summer
Term. She had given us much valuable help, by acting as starter for the races and
in many other ways, and we feel the deepest gratitude for all that she has done for
us.
S. EDMONDS (Captain).

The Hockey Club.
PHE Committee for the year 1933-1934 is as follows : Miss Lewis (President),
Miss Truman (Vice-President), E. Parker-Smith (Captain and Secretary),
A. Page (Vice-Captain and Treasurer), B. Pennycuick, P. Shine, M. Down, D. Turner,
M. Dann, B. Gates.
1st XL (L. to R.). Forwards: K. Hicks, D. Turner, A. Page, G. Isaac, M.
Dalley. Halves : M. Down, J. Marriott, E. Davis. Backs : P. Shine, E. ParkerSmith, Goalkeeper : R. Colyer,
r
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The following have their colours : E. Parker-Smith, A. Page.
B. Chesney and E. Oppen have played in E. Parker-Smith's place in the Spring
Term.
2nd XI. (L. to R.). Forwards: J. Tompson, M. Rice, A. Cornock-Taylor,
Ev. Kaye, M. Palmer. Halves : K. Ogden (Captain), B. Chesney, B. Pennycuick.
Backs : E. Oppen, J. Smith. Goalkeeper : B. Horley.
Date.
February 2nd.
October 28th.
November 24th.
December 1st.
December 15th.
December 19th.
January 2nd.
March 2nd.
March 10th.
November 10th.
December 1st.
February 16th.
March 17th.
February 16th.

Opponent.
CUP MATCHES.
FIRST ROUND.
Bromley.
OTHER MATCHES.
Claremont School, Esher.
Sydenham.
Croydon
Sutton.
Old Girls.
Putney.
Sutton.
Claremont, Esher.
2ND ELEVEN MATCHES.
Kensington 1st Eleven.
Croydon.
Croydon.
The Study 1st Eleven.
3RD ELEVEN MATCHES.
Croydon.

Result.

Score.

Loss.

1—3

Win.
Win.
Loss.
Win.
Win.
Win.
Win.
Loss.

4—3
3—1
1—3
5—2
9—2
11—2
6—4
4—9

Win.
Win.
Loss.
Scratched.

2—0
5—3
0—1

Loss.

0—3

The 1st XL reached the semi-final in the Surrey Inter-Schools Tournament.
The Form Cup was won by the Sixth Form.
E. PARKER-SMITH (Secretary).
TEAM CRITICISMS.
K. HICKS takes the ball up well, but she does not vary her passes enough, and often passes too
late, which wastes her good runs up the field.
D. TURNER runs fast and uses her stick well. She does not vary her passes enough. She rushes
well in the circle, but shoots wide too often.
A. PAGE has greatly strengthened the forward line by good tackling back and rushing in the
circle. She does not bend her elbows so much, but still weakens the strength of her
shooting by standing too far away from the ball.
G. ISAAC dribbles well, but passes too often out to the wing when a quick shot to the centre
would give a good opening. She rushes well in the circle, but shoots too much to the
left.
M. DALLEY gets away well with the ball, but still passes too square to her inner. She must make
more use of her speed, and keep the ball more under control when dribbling fast.
M. DOWN hits hard and passes well, but she does not recover herself quickly enough when passed.
She must learn to run faster.
J. MARRIOTT hits well, but misses sometimes, and she is not quick enough at getting back when
passed, or in backing up after defending her own goal.
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E. DAVIS runs well and marks more closely, but still loses power in her passes and stickwork by
holding both her hands too close together at the end of her stick.
P. SHINE has adapted herself well to her new position, but she does not turn her defence into an
attack by giving good enough passes to her forwards.
R. COLYER is a steady player ,who seldom loses her head. She has improved, but still does not
clear hard enough to the wings, and though she has stopped some difficult hard shots, she
is inclined to lose sight of short, gentle flick-shots.
E. P.-S.
E. PARKER-SMITH has been an energetic Captain and has coached and kept her team together
well. She sometimes muddles her defences by crossing over unnecessarily, but opens
up the game well by giving intelligent passes to her forwards. She was unfortunate in
being unable to play after the first week of the Spring Term.
V.H.T.

The Netball Club.
r

PHE Committee for the year 1933-1934 is as follows :—Miss Lewis (President),
Miss Wilson (Vice-President), Miss Gray, M. Dalley (Captain and Secretary).
S. Edmonds (Vice-Captain and Treasurer), M. Rice, P. Shine, J. Charles, C. Kennett,
M. Wellman, H. Browne.
1st Senior Team. Attacks : S. Edmonds, M. Dalley. Centres : A. CornockTaylor, J. Wadham, B. Pennycuick. Defences : E. Davis, P. Humphreys.
P. Humphreys left in the Spring Term, and her place was taken by A. Wulff.
M. Dalley and A. Cornock-Taylor gained their colours.
2nd Senior Team. Attacks : M. Rice, C. Kennett. Centres : M. Hackney,
G. Isaac, E. Oppen. Defences : E. Parker-Smith, A. Wulff.
A. Wulff's place was taken by E. Rees in the Spring Term.
Junior Team. Attacks : M. Dann, C. Rook. Centres : P. Mason, D. Sears,
K. Weald. Defences : M. Wellman (Captain), A. Rogers.
SENIOR CUP MATCHES.
FIRST ROUND.
Date.

October 20th.
November 3rd.
February 7th.
September 29th.
October 13th.
November 10th.
November 24th.
February 2nd.
February 23rd.
March 23rd.

Opponent.

Putney.
SECOND ROUND.
Sutton.
JUNIOR CUP MATCHES.
FIRST ROUND.
South Hampstead.
OTHER MATCHES.
1st Team.
Streatham Hill.
Kensington.
Croydon.
Haberdashers' Aske's.
Clapham.
Kensington.
Blackheath.

Result.

Score.

Win.

17—15

Loss.

15—32

Loss.

15—17

Loss.
Draw.
Loss.
Loss.
Loss.
Loss.
Win.

13—15
16—16
12—14
7—10
23—25
23—34
20—13
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September 29th.
October 13th.
November 24th.
March 23rd.

2nd Team.
Streatham Hill.
Kensington.
Haberdashers' Aske's
Blackheath.

Loss.
Win.
Loss.
Win.

13—17
20— 6
8—13
18—10

November 25th.

Under 15 Team.
Lady Margaret's.

Win.

17—10

Win.
Loss.
Win.
Win.
Draw.

25—11
13—14
13—12
17—10
18—18

Junior Team.
November 10th.
December 8th.
December 15th.
January 23rd.
February 16th.

Croydon.
Blackheath
Streatham.
Putney.
Kensington.

The Form Cup is held this year by Form VI., who beat Form Upper VA. in the
final by 19 goals to 18.
M. DALLEY (Secretary).

TEAM

CRITICISMS.

P. HUMPHREYS has greatly improved during the season. She marks her opponent well, but is
rather slow at picking up loose balls.
E. DAVIS does not always jump as well as she might, but she marks her opponent quite well,
and is very quick on the ball.
A. CORNOCK-TAYLOR has played steadily throughout the season, and she has helped to keep the
centre play together, but she is still rather slow in changing from attack to defence.
J. WADHAM dodges and jumps well, but she does not always mark her opponent closely enough.
B. PENNYCUICK combines well with the other two centre players, and her jumping and catching
have improved. She might, perhaps, be a little quicker in changing from attack to defence.
S. EDMONDS has improved in her dodging and catching, and her shooting this season has been
much steadier.
M.D.
M. DALLEY has been a keen Captain, whose suggestions during matches have been most helpful.
Her dodging is very good and her catching sure. Her shooting has improved greatly
this season and is really steady.
R.F.W.

THE ATHLETIC SPORTS, 1933.
'"PHE Sports were held at the Playing Field on June 29th. Lady Bottomley
kindly distributed the awards, which were as follows :—
The Shield was won by Upper IVA., the Senior Picture by the VI. and the
Junior Picture by Lower IIlB. R. Cox (VI.) was Victor Ludorum with 31 points.
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The winners were : —•
15 and over.
R. Cox.
175 yards (open).
M. Rice.
100 yards.
P. Humphreys.
High Jump.
Throwing the
R. Foster.
Cricket Ball
R. Cox.
Obstacle Race
Throwing for Accuracy E. Davis.
E. Davis.
Sack Race.
Slow Bicycle Race

A. CornockTaylor.
R. Foster.

13 and 14.

11 and 12.

10 and under.

B. Pepper.
E. Oppen.

D. Parish.
D. Sears.

M. Bowell.
J. Povey.

P. Dallas-Edwards. J. Page.
A. Camp.
V. Adie.
D. Hall.
E. LeighM. Bowell.
J. Charles.
Pemberton.
R. Levy.
A. Goodlaud.
E. Collins.

P. DallasDribbling the
Edwards.
Hockey Ball.
P. and E. Shine.
Blindfold Race.
H. Langley.
R. Cox.
B. Pepper.
Hurdles.
B. Townsend.
Surprise Race.
B. James.
M. Bowell.
Flowerpot Race.
B. de Roemer. B. Townsend.
Hurry-to-School Race.
(P. Sugars.
jE. Oppen.
Three-legged Race.
1 D.Sears.
)W. Baker.
(V. Luckman.
Galloping Race.
JR. Hodson.
P. Hammond.
Bunny-Jumping.
TEAM RACES.
Upper I.— Upper II.
Ill .'s.
IV.'s.
V. and VI.
Lower IVA.
VI.
Upper II.
Upper IIlA.
Relay.
Upper I. —Lower III.
Upper III — Upper IV.
V. and VI.
Upper IVA.
Lower VB.
Obstacle Race.
Lower IIlA.
R. COX (Secretary).
Marching and Deportment.
r

PHE Cup for Marching and Deportment was won in the Summer Term by Form
Upper Vs., and in the Autumn Term by Form Upper VA.
Gymnastic Awards.

TN the Autumn Term Advanced Drill Badges were won by A. Cornock-Taylor,
G. Isaac, M. Palmer, B. Birmingham, M. Rice and E. Oppen, and in the Spring
Term by I. Evans, B. Huggett and A. Walker.

Jumping Competitions.
Wills Cup, for competitors of over 16 years, was won by B. Pennycuick,
who cleared 4ft. 9ins. ; the Hepburn Cup, for competitors of 15 years, by
M. Down and J. Wadham, who cleared 4ft. Tins.
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SCHOOL CHARITIES.
JANUARY TO DECEMBER, 1934.
Nelson Hospital Fund.
Receipts.
Balance in hand ...
By collections

£ s. d.
1 3 6
32

7 7

£33 11

Expenditure.
Cheque to Hospital
Children's Newspapers for Children's Ward
Balance in hand ...
...
...

1

£ s. d.
32 0 0
17 8
13 5

£33 11 1

Social Service Fund.
Receipts.
Balance in hand ...
By collections, etc.

I

s. d.

10
63 16

£64: 6 6

Expenditure.
Children's Country Holiday Fund
S.O.S. Fund for London Unemployed
Invalid Children's Aid Association
Wimbledon Unemployed, through
Guild of Social Welfare
Durham Unemployed
Mitcham Explosion Relief Fund
Dr Bamardo's Homes ...
St. Dunstan's Homes
Parties for Poor Children, etc. ...
Balance in hand ...

£
13

s. d.
4 0

12 15
10 15
1
1
2
1

0
10
5
16
10
8 6

6

6

THE PREFECTS.
T*HE Prefects holding office during the year 1933-1934 were :—K. Ogden (Head
A
Girl), A. Page (Deputy Head Girl), E. Parker-Smith, J. Smith (Senior Prefects) ;
J. Arthur, S. Edmonds, E. Kaye, M. Woodhouse, A. Cornock-Taylor, M. Dalley, G.
Isaac.
J. Smith was absent during the latter half of the Spring Term, and B. Norman
was elected Prefect in her place.
The following Sub-Prefects were elected by the Prefects :—
Summer Term : M. Dean, E. Kaye, B. Loarridge, M. Woodhouse, M.
Wilson.
Autumn Term : M. Dean, M. Wilson, P. Mason, M. Palmer, D. Tonge.
Spring Term :
R. Colyer, E. Davis, B. Norman, M. Parish, M. Taylor,
H. Melhuish.
/
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NEWS OF OLD WIMBLEDONIANS.
University Successes, 1933.
Oxford.
S. Bent on, B.Litt.
R. D. L. Rogers, B.A., Fin. Hon. Sch. Mod. Lang. (French and Italian), Class I.
H. E. A. French, B.A., Fin. Hon. Sch. Phil., Pol., Econ. (" Modern Greats "),
Class II.
Cambridge.
K. R. Eborall, B.A., Historical Tripos, Part II., Class III.
C. D. Phipps, Historical Tripos, Part L, Class II.
London.
M. A. Bispham, B.A., Hons. French, Class III.
M. Emerson Smith .
M.r Kerridge
B. Sullivan
P. G. Cooper
D. M. Hicks

f Inter. B.A.
1
) lst
,t
I

MR
M B

- '
Other Successes.

M. E. Eldridge, A.R.C.A., and Travelling Scholarship from the Royal College
of Art.
M. M. Prower, Diploma of Swanley Horticultural College.
J. M. C. Black
\
S. D. Casebourne
( Certificate of the Chartered Society of Massage and
E. G. Pry or
(
Medical Gymnastics.
F. M. Young
J
The following O.W.s are studying at the Universities :—
Cambridge.
Newnham College, D. Phipps (third year), reading History.
Girton College, J. Hodgson (first year), reading Science.
Oxford.
St. Hugh's College, K. Downham (third year), reading English.
Somerville College, T. Bell (second year), reading for " Greats."
Society of Home Students, M. Pitt (second year), reading English.
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London.

Bedford College, M. Shine (third year), reading for B.A. General.
King's College, S. Baxter (third year), reading for B.A. General; S. Grey
(second year), reading for B.A. Hons. in German with Spanish Subsidiary ; and
J. Henderson for Inter. Arts.
University College, W. Stevenson (fourth year), reading for B.Sc. Hons. Chemistry ; and, in their second year, B. Sullivan, reading for English Hons. with French
Subsidiary, and M. Emerson Smith for B.A. General; and J. Batterbury (first
year), for Inter. Arts.
London School of Medicine, B. Hay-Cooper (taking Final M.B. in May),
V. Bisley, C. Stacey, J. Bottomley, P. Cooper. G. Wiese.
School of Economics, P. Pyke (third year), reading for the B.Sc. Econ. ;
M. Wise (second year) ; and A. Symons (first year), reading for the B.Com. Degree.
King's College, M. Hicks, working for 2nd M.B.
King's College of Household and Social Science, G. Stafford (second year).
Chelsea Polytechnic, V. Pittar, working for the Domestic Science Diploma.
Regent Street Polytechnic, G. Rodgers, working for L.D.S. Diploma.
Reading.
M. Chart (second year), reading English.
St. Andrews.
D. Toten (first year), reading Science.

The following have entered on courses of training :—
At Battersea Polytechnic, in the Housewife's Course, B. Finch-Noyes.
At the Gloucester Training College of Domestic Science, R. Cox and .F Olive.
At the Eastbourne School of Domestic Science, Elinor Davis.
At Guy's Hospital, M. Warren.
At St. Thomas's Hospital, D. Lesh.
At the Middlesex Hospital, M. Finch-Noyes.
At the Charing Cross Hospital, K. de Ville, R. Scott-Moore.
At Vincent Square Babies' Hospital, J. Rushton.
In the Massage School of King's College Hospital, S. Jarvis.
At the Wimbledon School of Art, M. Lewin, P. Taylor.
At the Central School of Speech Training and Dramatic Art, R. Bourne.
At the Paris Academy of Dress-making, Bond Street, C. Tonge.
For Secretarial work, B. Rodd, B. Loarridge, B. Chapman, M. Smallwood,
A. Daws, J. Macnaughton, P. Sauge,
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In Miss Mathewson's School of Dancing, D. Cooper and N. Norman.
At the Royal College of Music, E. Shine.
At the Royal Academy of Music, B. Macdonald.
The following O.W.s have been appointed to posts in Schools :—
S. Blake, as part-time English Mistress at Wimbledon County School.
K. Eborall, as History Mistress at Hastings and St. Leonards Ladies' College.
H. Heather, as Mathematics and Physics Mistress at St. Swithun's School,
Winchester.
E. Holroyd, as Domestic Science Mistress at East Dereham High School,
Norfolk.
N. Jackson, as Geography Mistress at Sunderland High School.
K. Kimpton, as Mistress for French and Spanish at Westcliff High School.
Mt. Knight, as Games and Gymnastics Mistress at Eastbourne High School.
M. Meiklejohn, as Art Mistress at Stourbridge County High School.
D. Radcliffe, as Mistress for Music and French at a private school near Reigate.
W. Rouse, as Mistress for Mathematics and Geography at the Cathedral School
for Girls, Bombay.

P. Bairstow has a post on the London University Temporary Staff of Typists.
D. Beddoes is taking the winter course in Politics and Economics at the Bonar
Law College.
S. Benton is going out in May on a joint expedition with Miss Lorimer, Classical
Tutor at Somerville College, to excavate in Zakynthos (Zante), one of the Ionian
Islands. A grant towards the expenses of the expedition has been made by Oxford
University, and we congratulate S. Benton on this recognition of her archaeological
work.
M. Bispham has been for five months, since taking her B.A. Degree, on the
" Contingent Staff " at Harrods.
S. Blake is dividing her time between teaching English on three days at Wimbledon County School and acting as Librarian for the Royal Asiatic Society, and
as Secretary to the Margaret Morris Movement ! When, in an emergency, she
came to teach English at W.H.S. one morning in the Spring Term, R. Wills nobly
went to town to do Sylvia's secretarial work.
J. Bourne is working at the central office of the Children's Country Holiday
Fund.
M. Bryer has a post under the Merton District Council.
A picture entitled " Weir Pool," by Daphne Chart, shown in the November
Exhibition of the London Group in the New Burlington Gallery, was singled out
for mention by the Art Critic of The Times.
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C. Coleman Young has an interesting post with the Federation of British Industries. She is working in the Exhibition Section, which is busy at the moment
with the International Levant Fair, to be held at Tel-Aviv in May. Another fair
is shortly to be held in Paris, and in correspondence about this she finds her knowledge
of French and of French short-hand very useful.
We offer our sympathy to Nina Andrews (nee Doughty), whose husband was
killed in a motor accident only nine weeks after their marriage, while they were upcountry in East Africa, nearly 600 miles from Nairobi.
E. Edwardes Jones is Assistant Secretary to the Wimbledon Branch of the
Invalid Children's Aid Association.
We congratulate E. Eldridge on having gained the Travelling Scholarship
offered by the Royal College of Art to the best student in the School of Painting
on the completion of the course for the A.R.C.A. Degree. She was also one of the
three Art Students from the British Empire who, next to the winner, were Highly
Commended for the Rome Scholarship in Painting. She has been working with
a fellow-student at two large panels of mural decoration in the lower corridor of the
College, and has been engaged with two other artists in the same kind of work at
the Brockley County School for Boys, her panel having for its subject " The Birdcatcher and the Lark."
C. Fawcett (nee Gale) returned from India with her husband in time to come to
our Summer Meeting. She was looking very well; she has thoroughly enjoyed her
life at Dehra Dun.
D. Fifer has had a short piece entitled " Sarabande " accepted by the Associated
Board to be included in an Examination Book; and two pieces out of her first book
are being used in this year's Musical Festival at Balham and Streatham. She has
started an Amateur String Orchestra, and would be glad to hear of other players,
especially of the viola and 'cello. Rehearsals take place once a week in Wimbledon,
from 7.30—9 p.m.
M. Fowell has a post in the Queen Anne's Bounty Office, Westminster.
D. Hayward sailed for India in November to take up a very interesting post as
Companion and English Tutor to a young Maharani, whose husband will one day
be ruler of the Native State of Balrampur, United Provinces, on the South-West
border of Nepal. The Maharajah, who is still a minor, is a ward of the British
Government and is being educated at the Chiefs' College (The Mayo College), at
Ajmer. The Maharani is sixteen years of age, and is a daughter of the famous
Prime Minister, Maharajah Chandra Sham Sher Jang Bahadur, who for thirty
years was the actual ruler of Nepal.
D. Henderson (nee Whitehead) is home from India with her small daughter, Ann.
J. Huggins is enjoying her work as Personal Secretary to one of the members
of the firm of Thomas Nelson, Publishers.
B. Hutchinson is Secretary to a Consulting Engineer.
A. Kendall is working on a fox and chicken farm at Shipley, near Horsham.
K. Mason has a post as typist in the office and laboratory of the Public Analyst.
M. Meadows (nee Durbin) has started nursery classes for children, including
her own two small daughters, at The Bay Trees, East Preston, Sussex.
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D. Meiklejohn held a temporary post as Classical Mistress at Blackheath High
School in the Spring term.
J. Nicholson (nee Green) returned with her husband from Burma last autumn,
and came to the Conference.
K. Passmore is now full-time Lady Almoner to the Solicitors' Benevolent
Association. She has to plan the education and training of the boys and girls who
apply for assistance, and she travels a great deal, visiting the applicants and maintaining touch with the local Law Societies.
J. Robertson is in charge of the Poultry Section at Broad Oak, Hurley, Berks.
R. Rogers, whom we congratulate on her First Class in the Oxford Final Honour
School of Modern Languages, has an interesting post with Messrs. Cadbury, at
Bournville. She is making herself thoroughly conversant with all the processes
used in the factory, and with the social activities among the workers.
M. Rohde (nee Forster) came home from India last summer with her two children,
Jean and Peter. She is staying with her people at Catterick until she returns to
India.
K. Sadler has a post as General Grade Clerk in the L.C.C. Education Department, County Hall.
We congratulate M. Smieton on being made Assistant Private Secretary to
Sir Henry Betterton, the Minister of Labour, last June, and on being the first woman
to be promoted from the status of Assistant Principal in the Civil Service to be
Private Secretary to a Cabinet Minister. She says : " The work is extremely interesting, but it involves long hours and a good deal of attendance at the House of
Commons. Also there are four telephones in my room, and sometimes they all ring
at once ! " In 1932 she spent seven months touring over Scotland, learning the work
of the out-station offices of the Ministry of Labour, paying hundreds of pounds of
benefit and dealing with all the claimants over the counter. " In fact," she wrote,
" I did personally all the jobs which an Employment Exchange clerk has to do,
and it was a most thrilling experience, very useful for Headquarters work later."
P. Smieton is working at the Imperial College Field Station at Slough as an
Assistant Mycologist.
F. Stanford (nee King) returned last summer from the Belgian Congo with her
husband, who was invalided home after an attack of blackwater fever. She brought
her very bonny small boy to the Summer Meeting.
M. Stephenson has just brought out a useful small book, " Second Year Spanish
Exercises," published by Messrs. Dent & Sons.
Joan Taylor is working for the National Council of Social Service.
M. Wheadon has been elected Senior Student at Chelsea Physical Training
College for this year.
F. Young has a post as resident masseuse at Queen Mary's Hospital, Carshalton.
She writes : " All the patients are children ; at present I am dealing chiefly with
rickets and tuberculosis. The hospital is like a garden city, there being about sixty
wards and only two wards to each building. We get plenty of fresh air and exercise,
walking from ward to ward ! "
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The following O.W.s have secured posts in Banks : —
P. Bain, M. Kerridge, Bank of England ; P. Shurrock, National and Provincial
Bank ; U. Merchant, Lloyd's Bank ; M. Gilbert, Coutts Bank.
Marriages.
1932.
In September, at Holy Trinity Church, Wimbledon, Gwyneth Skeels and Frederick
Cumber.
1933.
On April 6, at St. Margaret's Bay, Kent, Dorothy MacBean and Geoffrey E. Milner.
On June 9, at Kumler Chapel, Cheelow University, Shantung, Dora King and the
Rev. William Cranston Bell.
On June 10, at Christ Church, New Maiden, Helen May Speirs and James Henry
Annesley Hughes.
On June 10, at St. Dunstan-in-the-East, Idol Lane, E.G., Faith Fenn and Leslie
H. Scarr.
On July 4, Pamela Courtenay Bell and Aubrey S. T. Swann.
On July 15, at Trinity Presbyterian Church, Wimbledon, Connie Baker and John
Alistair McGilchrist.
On July 29, at St. Mary's Church, Wimbledon, Mary Wilson and Marcus Radcliffe.
On August 2, at Holy Trinity Church, Marylebone, Helen Gertrude Baker and
Robert Kirk, M.D.
On September 2, at St. Anne's, Soho, Rhoda Keigwin and Alan Oliver.
In September, at St. Mary Magdalene's Church, Lincoln, Kathleen Mary Creswell
and John Ernest Haldane Blackie.
On October 19, at Esher Parish Church, Ella Watts Wilcox and Rees John Williams.
On November 4, at St. Austin's Church, Nairobi, Nina Doughty and James Agnew
Andrews.
1934.
On January 20, at Northwood, Middlesex, D. Awdrey Garrett and W. Demcombe
Barker.
On March 10, at St. Mary's Church, Wimbledon, Doris Edith Mills and Cuthbert
H. Brailsford.
On March 24, at St. Mary's Church, Wimbledon, Morag Weir and Kenneth Hickman.
On April 5, at St. Mary's Church, Wimbledon, Audrey Clarissa Stephenson and
John Farish.
On April 11, at St. Mary's Church, Wimbledon, Phyllis Mills and George William
Gibbs.
On April 12, at St. Margaret's, Lothbury, Nancy May Curzon and Michael Willcox
Perrin.
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Births.

1932.
On June 20, at Bolobo, Mrs. Stanford (Frieda King), a son, Peter Ralph.
On
On
On
On
On
On

1933.
May 11, Mrs. Andrews (Gwen Baker), a son, Kenneth Douglas.
May 30, Mrs. Haig (Nesta Groom), a son, Stephen Livingstone.
June 11, Mrs. Saunders (Doris Creswell), a son, Martin.
June 25, Mrs. Robinson (Nadia Schaposchnikoff), a daughter, Shirley Elizabeth.
August 26, Mrs. Palmer (Katherine Kendall), a son, Graham Kendall.
September 10, Mrs. Ewbank (Joyce Forster), a daughter, Anne Rachel.

1934.
On February 9, Mrs. Goodman (Helen Deas), a son, Christopher Neil.
On February 26, Mrs. Sopwith (Margaret Creswell), a daughter, Priscilla,
Deaths.

1933.
On October 7, Helen Edith Ettles (Nelly Cotman).
On October 18, Edith Lee.
On October 21, Eva Constance Keane (nee Denny).

SCHOOL TERMS, 1934—1935.
Summer Term
Autumn Term
Spring Term

BEGINNING.
Thursday, April 26th
Thursday, Sept. 20th
Thursday, Jan. 17th

HALF-TERM.
Monday, June llth..
Monday, Nov. 5th ..
Monday, Feb. 25th

MAGAZINE ACCOUNT,
Receipts.
Sale of Magazines ...
Balance in hand

£ s. d.

END.
Friday, July 27th.
Wednesday, Dec. 19th.
Wednesday, April 3rd.

1932—1933.
Expenditure.

£ s. d.

37 12 0
5 11

Printing 530 copies
32 7 6
Prizes
15 9
Stationery
4 4
Stamps
13 2
Repayment of Loan to Magazine
Fund in 1930
3 0 0
Balance in hand ...
17 2

£31 17 11

£37 17 11
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COMMITTEE, 1933—1934.

IMiss STACK (Editor).
KMiss GRAY (Treasurer).
(Miss PEATTIE.
M. WOODHOUSE.
M. DEAN.
M. PALMER.
P. MASON.

I

Upper V.
Lower V.
Upper IV.

(B. PENNYCUICK.
IP. Noxx-BowER.
(A. WALKER.
(C. GLEDSTONE.
JC. HOUSE.
jM. ARMSTRONG.
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CROSSWORD

Across.
5.
7.
8.
9.
11.
12.
13.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.

Name.
Form..

PUZZLE.

CLUES.

Swift, and sometimes harboured lies.
Rents or drops, in clothes or eyes.
Customary ghostly wear.
Chemistry is studied there.
When I'm out, then summer's in ;
Clout-discarding can begin.
Solver, now with ease you'll guess one :
"Tis the last one is the Dress one.
Here do daily congregate
Those the School should venerate.
Here's a thing you've often sat in ;
Really it's a bit of Latin.
Stick, if you have any sense,
Firmly to the present tense.
This may be in sky or pan—
Solve the riddle those who can.
This is simply to entreat.
This, a squeaker on four feet.
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Down.
1. Obvious, if you only knew it:
Soups can be it, backs can do it.
2. Here's no need for perturbation—
Write a simple affirmation.
3. One might say, in mood jocose :
" Anyhow, this isn't gross."
4. She who's read her Shakespeare knows
All about Antonio's.
6. Think of clover leaves, and give
Applicable adjective.
7. This is my signification :
Rule by sheer intimidation.
10. You can count them in a bar.
Does that tell you what they are ?
11. Sixth Form builder is enough.
13. Gloomy, sullen, rude and gruff.
14. Here's a clue you'll hardly miss :
Stones that roll are seldom this.
17. She doth dote upon a star.
(Hollywood is very far).
18. Child's play ! it's a thing that you
On a single leg can do.

I
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